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See BORDELLO on page 13 Dr. Edwin Stieve.
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Lift Gay Ban? ISo YouWanna Follow
All in Favor Say "1/" '"'"Fashion," eh?
KimberSharp hasgiven hercriticaltre.
ment to a diverse array of topics in pc
issues ofThe Knight. Old copies rali
ingbackto issue one can be obtainea
the office of The Knight, located in t,
Rosenthal building, room 208.
Some individuals· think the military
should make most of its own rules since
the courts have allowed it in the past. If
we let the military do as it chooses,
alienating itself from civilian life, it will
become more powerful than the Presi-
dent. A government "by the people, for
the people." Remember this theory?
If we stop interfering with the mili-
tary, or even the government, the
chances of these two institutions taking
overandcreating totalitarianismisgreat.
I am getting a little carried away, but do
not be naive. I would not put it past the
government or the military.
Ellen Goodman, acolumnistforThe
Boston Globe, brought up a very inter-
esting and clever point: Women have
always been. the victim of sexual ha-
rassment. This has not been looked at Kimber Sharp Burdine's and the shoes are virtua
as such a serious matteras compared to EVERYWHERE that only signals 01
President Clinton has lifted the ban men, who are now worrying about being I can't believe it, but I actually have thing: They must be promoting the
on gays entering the military. Clinton sexually assaulted. Isn't that some- seen the fashion nightmare of the 70's "shoes" as being "alternative, progre
obviously believes in equal rights for all thing? making a comeback! sive, or something."
people. The military should be above all I'm talking of the retro-70's craze I mean, come on. I am beginning
Iam writing this editorialin response forms of discrimination. Membersofthe called platform shoes. Yeah, those tall think the American public will buy jt
to various columns I have read pertain- military are supposed to represent the shoes that the rock band, KISS, actually about anything that anyone decides
ing to this issue of gay rights. I am United States of America. America is wear in "Phantom of the Park." advertise!
disgustedat how ignorant people, espe- composed ofalldifferent kindsofpeople, I, by nature, am one who loves soft Why would someone wear the:
cially Americans, can be. People are from all walks of life, all equal, all united. cotton clothing, comfortable shoes, and "high fashion shoes?" I am baffled.
born of different sexes, colors, shapes People, in general, were so pathetic no fashion restraints. What I have heard is that or
and sizes, have diverse religious be- in the past, discriminating against differ- However, when I traveled to the "strange, mysterious individuals" we
liefs, sexual orientations, diseases, and ent races. Are we that ignorant and mall I found myself gawking at all the these shoes. Ah ha. Well, there it
handicaps. This does not mean the close-minded to let that degree of dis- display windows Ipassed! Nearlyevery Everyone wants to be enigmatic.
military ban on Qays is wrong or right. crimination happen again? Do we want single glass plate directed the attention Who is gonna write and tell me th
~ of passersby to a wide selection of plat- love the way their platform shoes 10Homosexuals are human, too. They have a i form shoes!!! withtheirjeans. the way the shoes rna. . I Excuse me? I wouldn't be shocked them appear taller, or what about hemother and father Just like the rest of us. to see this style of shoe in some little comfortable the shoes are?
sho,~ store that hasn't made anything I love the Calvin and Hobbes c~
to follow in the footsteps of past genera- since the late 60's, but when I walk into toon that portrays the overt personal
tions, so that in 20 to 30 years from now of the vast public as expressing thi
our youth will look at us and realize how individualism through mass consum
ignorant we were? We should do today based on discipline. If you are qualified tion of labels and images.
what we hopeto dotomorrow: eliminate to be enlisted in the military, you are Hey, how much more individual Ci
discrimination from our society. disciplined enough not to be offended you get? The public will buy anythin
So what if lifting the ban leads to the by someone else's sexual orientation. Soon they will be wearing fishing tad
demand of gay marriages. Why should The military fights for "America," for in their ears, or zinc on their faces.
people who love each other be stopped all of us. This means the mHitary is I guess the only thing I can say
from celebrating their devotion and fighting for gays, too. So why is it a that no matter how damned popul
committment, from spending the rest ot problem for gays to serve and protect those ugly shoes are, I will never we
their lives together until death do them America? It is their country, too! IUhey them!
part? Homosexuals are human, too are qualified for the job there should be -------------
They have a mother and father just like no questions asked.
the rest of us. They deserve the same Americadeservesthebestand most
rightsand respect heterosexuals receive. equal decision, one that is not based on
Some people question if the pres- the wants of the people: but rather on
ence of gays could affect the discipline the equality, justice forthe people and
and order of the military. The military is all their needs.
Nicole Schrank
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( h ~·I .. ..... \.. ·.our ·uml.l··.~· 0lillDl()flSJ
or the School of Visual Arts,.foc~. on a
particular field. such.as Fashi.on: Art, or
Design.. Althe schools listed'above you
can receiVe a. degree intwo,¥ears. .
· .. ·your tiOl~ and money can be better
spent by focusing solely on the fi.eld you
came to coUE:lge. to study. .A Pre~Med
student, for example, shouldnot haveto
,study the anatomy of the hUman~y
·.and all the majorarteries one night, and
MeetingS: l\fOND~Y at 4 p;m•.
in Rosenthal, room 202
For .....;,./.........."II Dr.'-., (3OS) 41S.758l
T'HEOUTSIDER'SSOCIETY
(AWo""fm'sprganiziition)Attentioo'l!#/sfud$nt$1
. .
'" MarcblSiSik1a§.f_ yOygD two iD.
, your SUmmtrUDiD'ialaidforms.For
m0[8inf~~,CaU theOffjce of
Student FinaftCiai:AiClat (305) 47~7411.~
it'
Jon Hussein Freedom: ::?~Et~'. W~yCO ..e lCfi-icua
::~~:~:i~~~em~j= A···~·· /r··· '·f· >t~·.···· ;;:;:n~~~ Classes? Praise
conflict. The, United .•.. ·.or .... ··r.~.rJ}m..· .. D scenity.laws and .. ... .'.'.~.:e;:,~lss':\':::~ ..... a·· ..• ·u ....•~ ~~ea;:~ionjh~; SyhliaJacksOn . 'DeaiEditor:.
troops. . .' deem necessary. ..... .. ..' Kudos to The K"light editorial and
An 18yearold boy A ' ~. ~ ~.. One strip joint I strongly belieVE[! college studentsreportingstaffl
isoneofthefirstsentto - . .' .... tin···· '.. can be "18 and shouldnot~efon~edtotakeCorecJasses .'. As a former student newspaper edi-~~=:::k:tA:=~ mOfl'On..Or=:a::=~ :~::r'=~~:::~~~":r~t..:: ;:~:~::~~~::~~~
and he's taken as a lll~ ~U . . U nude, yet another of money if they cannot directlyapply.to sue 10), such aneven-handed treatment
Prisoner Of War. " . .' . barislCibeled "21 a student's major area of study. OfNova'srecent china acquisition. Too
He is held in a small campwhere he and older," serves alcohol and the . I am a Communications,Fihil, and often studentnewspapers, following the
is tortured and beCiten regularly. He womenare scantilyclad. ·Itall depends Video Major. I found nobearingwhatso- leadofpopulartabloidjournalism, would
keepstrackofthe'daysbymakingmarks on which side of the.street you are on. ever. on. why I .. was.required..to take sensationalize such ;l'story by omitting
on a wall every time nightturns into day. Who makes these rules, you ask? "Journey I: Introduction to·thelJnder-the whole truth. ..'
After negotiations, aOd two long, Old men and women who were born in graduate Experieflce." ~Ispentmy I must admit as I read the firsttwo
terrifyiJ19 years, he is finally released. the 1800'sand are still alive today,.mak- first~ear o.f co!lege wiflnotllssist me paragraphs on the front page ofthe F~b-
He's given·a hero~s welcome with ing old-fashioned laws in the 20th cen- when I amsetttng ~p camera shots or ruary3issue lwasex}}ecting the article
ticker tape parades and an invitation to tury! .. directing scenes. . . . (based on my previous experience with
the WhiteHouse to meet the President. . Apparentlybeing ina club with alco- .' ",..he. Living Earth," anothEn class .s~udent newspapers) to end right there
There, he is given the Purple Heart holand bare-'breasted women is more mys~lfand·other·studei1tswere' in~ asit c~mldhave in avariety~)fother
Medal for his bravery. damaging to the younger generation structed to. take"is iiTelevantto my ma- newsvenues.]beexplanationofthe tilll
Days later after flying home from than being in a foreign land and having jor.. The subject .lT1a~er of t~i~(c()urse natureofthe purchase was warnmtcd hy
Washington his friends take him out on an enemy mortar strike your brigade covers. environmental matenallearned the practioo Qf ethical journalism
'the town· to cel- If '~killingyow ~es'r in "Earth$cience"inHigti SChool. This By such practice,yourtreatmcntof~brate. Their.first .fI!j;.'.~,friendand ta~ing type of clas~ isreleva~tto~cie~ce.o~ th~ issue .should assuage any,.further
~'Pp: ~strifl;i9if)t,~.!.... . .. both of yo~r .leo~.BlOlogy maJOrs, but not to-a FashIon speculation ofimpropriety. nus is ex-
,.i After~pproach- 'j.< This country Design, J()urnatist, Qr Businessmajor.. actly why good JOUrnalism and,forth-
t~laslli~~~r\~,;:",.r '" ·,$hO~ld hve up to Its ten thesecoursesare non~tfa~sferabte.. ,A goodjournal,ist exposes lmpro-
However, when!HeC~. ". ~t " im(;ige.State~, :"0\ Inrese~rch~gtherequir~ents.o.ftrans~ priety and·. rightful1ycreate~ a· contro-
. young m~n whoJUst~h~Vj small commlJQlties, ferable credits for other unJver~itles, the versy wh~n appropriate.' By the same
served hiS country' '\., , . ! should be able. to classes that are thernosteasllytrans- tokeri, a good journalist exposes the
~.r.~::~~~ .. ,,'•.9.:;~;t.~....t.)~J'\ .~.~..::s.•~.eou.i.n~.~.•.S"~ .~.ei.·.:.•.m...r.~.~h.I~.::..r.:.€....• ~.e.:~...~.~~!.s.n.,.,:s.~ E.S~y~;=.~~~E[7-
21 toTh'tt~Kj:OO L':~J~:t~~~~~ :~mat..;~tfuf.:~~Oih~i~i: aIlle.:'':Si":t: whole tnrth or both
justserv8dhi~coun- ,majority in their 10- cussE!.d in yourclas~eseachday, you sides of any story is criticalto sound
try atage 1acouldn't enter thisstrip joint cale. '. '...•.•...." .... .. can assess your own'undergraduate journalismandtheeditors ofThe Knight
because he wasn't 21 years ·of age. The United States should make'ev- experiences, ,FORFREE! . . aretobecommendedfortheirapproa~h.
Does this seem far fetched? Welk it . ery business V/ith ,an age limit "18 or . Core cl(;isses are merely another Highlighting the importance of gOOd
isn't. older.~ Onecandrive and get marriedat means forNova to takemoney from the journalism by paraphrasing Thomas
Iwas that boy. Well, maybe not, but 16 or.17 (depending on the.state) and students. By the time you.are finished Jefferson: ."If I had to choose between
Ic~ld have be~n, along with any other one can vote for his favorite politician in takin~ all thE:! Core requirements, you do anarchy and a fr~e press or society with
guY in this country. .. this country at age 18. not want totransfer toanotheruniversity agovernmentan(l no' free press, I would
Ourgreatcountry which prides itself So, if you are in a war and taken and leave Nova. You have invested a surely choose the fOfIller."
on the'i~stitution of freedom must have POW, ask to be held that extra year so large sum of money in the Core classes .
f()l'gotten to tell u~dellowAmerieans youdon~thav~tocomebacktoAmerica! and YloUI~lose your inve.~tment b~- Kevin Drumm
about the fine print on the bottom of the Your friends wilt be a few months older cause the Core Classes are non-trans- Director ofTitle 1II
Constitution, These regulations read than you, partying at the various clubs, ferable. .::... ~ ...._.' ..__"
like contest rule.s: Must be 21 orolderto , stripjoints, whatever, and where winyou . Many onhe things you learn in the
ql,Jality;Somefieedomsnotavailable in be? You'll be sitting athome alone with core classes could be learned)n the
FL,TN,.NP,or GA. .. . your PurpleHeart.. .. ' .'. . .... Einstein Library in your $pciretime.lf
The" pQnStitution' has an. amend- .• America: .• The.Lando' 'the .• Free. you .~edic.ate. aU' four years of .under-
ment which gives state governments Who are those bastards trying to fool? gra~uate schooJtpyourmajor,youcol,lId
, cut the time you w()ulclspendiri.college
in half, and in turn dedi~teagreClt deal
more time to your major.
,. Technical schools that specializE:!.in
a particular field of studY,.o.ffer only the
courses required to directly teach skills
neededforaparticula'rcareer.S.chools . ." .. ' .' .... .... ."
such asthe '7.~rt 4,~er~!~~rtInst,ituteSee USELES$QO page 5 .
~'_~ ~,,=_. ,.,.,.,.,"""''''''''''''=-~''',.)_~='''.~"'...-""·e_".""
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THE
WIZ
2375 S. University Dr.
Davie, Fl 33324
STARTS THURSDAY FEBRUARY 18th
GOOD FOR ALL STUDENTS
AND FACULTY OF NOVA
THE
ZOO
I BIKINI CONTESTat Midnigh
$ 300.00 in Cash P,izes Each Weel
ColleqeGipls Welcome!
GPOOt Doop Ppizes
BUY FIRST LUNCH
&
GET SECOND LUNCH
FOR FREE WITH THIS COUP(
r-----------------------
MR. LAFF'S IN DAVIE
OPEN FOR LUNCH
I
. I
I
I
I
I~~*SECONDLUNCHMUSTBEO~QU~ORL~SERVA~
K: Isn't that simi-
lar to the Chris-
tl;UZ" I ti~iIl bible saying
to "treat your
body as a
temple?"@9
I also work with the lunar cycles at the
time of the New and Full moon; when I
need to study and do rituals and or
See THE CRAFT on page 6
Observing and respecting the privacy,
opinions, possessions, beliefs of other
people. .
I celebrate with rituals and festivities the
eightholydays thatarepartofthe Wiccan
tradition. Four mark the seasonal pro-
gressions: Summerand WinterSolstice,
and the Atumnal and Vernal Equinox.
The other four are called Cross-
Quarter days: Candlemas, Feb. 2;
Beltane, April30/May 1.. Lammas, Aug.
1.. All Hallows, otherwise known as Hal-
loween, Oct. 31.
I revere all of Nature and honor the
presence of the Divine in all things hu~
man and non-human.
Exhibiting respect and compassion to
others, regardless of their religious,
sexual, ethnic, political or other orienta-
tions. Again, elements of human-de-
cencyfactors. Whether Iagree with them
(individuals), or dislike them, doesn't
matter. I can thinkofat leastone, or two,
friends where we have really, really dif-
ferent opinions on things; yet, we're still
friends. Difference of opinion provides
perspective.
N:Certainly.And
Jesus was prob-
ably one of TH E
greatest teach-
ers of our time.
He's gotten the
most publicity,
certainly, out of anyone else. He spoke
a lot of words that are true to me. His
feelings of Unconditional Love and as-
ceptance of everyone else, and not judg-
ing other people. I think if we incorpo-
rated a lot more of that into our lives,
we'd have a much more peaceful soci-
ety. And I do believe in treating my body
as a temple.
What else...
Meet Noelle
K: Could you give a description of what
you do?
N: Ok. You might call me eclectic, be-
cause I take bits and pieces from every-
where; .this as opposed to exclusively
following any of the established tradi-
tions (or "denominations") that exist in
the Craft today. Craft, otherwise known
as Wicca, or Witchcraft. Although some-
what oversimplified, briefly, my philoso-
phy, lifestyle, and religious practices
include:
KEN: Let's start
offbyyoudeserib-
inga littlebit about
yourself; whether
you belong to a
coven,oryou'rea
Solitary Practitio-
ner, and so forth.
What are these,
also?
Honoring a Universal Creative Force in
its Male and Female aspects equally.
Somepeople call that God. I usuallycall
it The Infinite Source.
I accept responsibility for all of my ac-
tions. I try to treat my bodyas a temple;
working to maintain a state of good
physical and mental health and cleanli-
ness. I don'tdo.drugs; though, I may
have a glass of wine now and"then.
Keeping my word, and being truthful in
aliI do. That, to me, is a basic human
decency; for lack of a better term.
NqELLE: I am a
Witch; have long
been one. I have
been studying, actively, for approxi-
mately 20 years. Before that I had expe-
riences that you could call metaphysi-
cal, or spiritual; that I didn't understand
were part of what is commonly known as
Wicca, or Paganism. I am a Solitary.
That means I am not part of any
group .of witches who get together to
celebrate or do any ritual work; these
are considered covens. I have, over
time incorporated bits and pieces of
wisdom and inspiration from many dif-
ferent sources into my personal lifestyle.
I have done both; I personally do not
prefer working in a coven. Call me a
hermit, I guess. It's really a matter of
.preference.
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Human Growth IPlant Growth
""1.
WANTED: ABLE-BODIED MEN AND WOMEN
FOR GENETIC RESEARCH PROJECT
EARN LARGE AMOUNTS OF MONEY
MADE AVAILABLE THROUGH GOVERNMENT GRANTS!!
Apply in person at the Nova Genetic Research Center
As students and as human beings we should strive
to keep our lives on the simplest terms possible.
Living One
Day at a Time
!Ken Cook Splashin' Around
You haven't been out to the end of
the John Lloyd Peninsula, where Nova's Oceanographic
Center is located. I know, because I haven't seen you go by.
When you finally do get around to going out there, you'll see
me, among the mangroves on the right side. What am I doing
there, you wonder? It's a long story, but I'll do my best to make
at a time. Isolate in your mind just what I it brief...
has to be done today from all other I Tacked on the bulletin board outside the library was an ad
The forces in our society present to future things that may have to be doneto I that said:
each of us difficult challenges that con- reach a certain goal.
front us every day. Whether we work, go Resolutely resist and smother out
to school, or both, we must condition fears of what may happen tomorrow,
ourselves to address the everyday prob- next month, or nextyear. Waste no time
lems that come along. in working out your
Living one day at plan for today without
a time does not sug- worrying about pos-
gest that we should sible obstacles to its
not be concerned fulfillment that do not 1 Since you haven't been out to the Oceanographic Center, you don't know that
aboutthefuture. What have to be faced to- I the Genetic Research Center is located right next door. I had some free time and
we wish to accomplish day. i walked over there to see what was involved.
in the future may be Do not worry I After an initial application process and a two-week orientation, I was given a
attained by living one abouttomorrow. It will I' check for a generous amount of money, along with a form to sign saying that I
day at a time. take care of itself. wouldn't hold the Center responsible for any side effects ofthe ''therapy.'' Basically
The student looks . Each day has enough i and without going into too much detail for those of you who get queasy at the sight
forward to comPleting. .. . .. "')~~·~i~.. <: .trouble of its own. of science, I became part of a project to insert plant genes into my chromosomes.
the courses of study F .. . ~- ,.. Our concern Those first few days were great. I could still eat food back then as well as get
to graduate. The poor ,~;:_.~ . ,. .,...-_" .':w. .. about the future can additional energy from the sun. I felt like I hadn't really lived until I could
man looks forward to -~."" ·j~k~ -41JJ~ leadtodisaster. Since photosynthesize. I even experienced some post-pubescent growth and sprouted
release from his debts I,~' .......' .., noone can predictthe up to seven feet tall.
and privations. Engaged lovers look future, why let worry and uncertainty Thenthe negative effects began to occur. Thefirstthingwasthat my hairbegan
forward to their marriage. cloud your thinking today? To worry to thicken and broaden and turned the color of spinach. Roots propagated out of
To set goals which are realistic and about future possible catastrophes and my toes. All of my joints stiffened, and my skin turned grey and thick. The hair in
attainable is a desire shared by many. burdensthat may neveroccurdoes noth- . my armpits lengthened, mutated to branches and sprouted leaves.
The researchers said, "Ulp, it happened again," and they took me out and
planted me in the middle of the mangrove reforestation project and there I stand to
this day silently watching and waiting, waiting, waiting...
Jim Paolillo
Ken Cook is a graduate student planted just outside Nova University's Oceano-
graphic Center.
nesty International: •... many govern-
ments persistently refuse to recogrize
that rape and sexual abuse by gove''1-
ment agents are serious human rights
violarons..
The Outsider's Society seeks wavs
to address any and all issues of concern
to students. Date rape, discrimination,
communicabons problems between the
sexes, gender roles. and expectations
may be some examples. Please join us
each Monday at 4:00 in Rosenthal 202.
Help us make The Outsider's Society
work for you.
For more information, contact the
president Kalryn Vogt (749-1986, e-mail
'vogtk') or Dr. Kate Waiteslamm (475-
7582, e-mail 'Iamm").
*Quotations from Josephine
Doriol'an, Feminist Theory)
The Outsider's Society is an crgani-
zabon for women. Its name comes from
Virginia Woolf, who called for a"women's
culture" to "encourage the development
of a women's ethic that is holisbc, anti-
militaristic, and I~e-affirming."*
ft. newly forming group, ~ invites
both women and men to join. Its purpose
is to address issues and problems relat-
ing to gender and idenbty, parncularly as
they are expressed en the university cam-
pus.
This group would also like to prO'
mote awarenessofother pressing issues
!elevant to 'MJmen, such as the recent
effort to make the systemabc rape of
lAOOlen-now taking place in Bosnia-
Herzegovina, for instance-a punishable
war crime According to the Spring, 1992
issue of Interact, a pUblication of Am-
. (, 1
_@/, Out:sider' s Societ:y
lJ~r)J) \ Invites New Members
-/L~'~f~htl
,~~
Jim Paolillo is a regular contributor to
The Knight.
ing more than interfere with your plan of
action for today.
As students and as human beings
we should strive to keep our lives on the
simplest terms possible. The tempta-
tion to clutter our lives with extraneous
things is ever present. Know where to
draw the line when it comes to taking on
additional burdens and activities that we
can do without.
Since everything a person does is a
learned behavior, why overlookourmode
of living?
The "Health Psychology" course
here at Nova is probably the best guide
to properly living one day at a time. Dr.
John Malouff emphasizes throughout
the course how to control stress, good
health habits forthe mind and body, and
freedom from anxiety.
Remember: Whenyou follow aplan
of action and you observe and live your
life with good health habits, where both
the mind, body, and you are living one
day at a time, you are bound to be
successful and reach your goal.
Cont'd from page 3
the rituals of a tribe in South America the
next. This throws off your concentra-
tion.
What would be the purpose of High
School if you had to take Core classes in
college that reviewed what you learned
in High School? In college you are
furthering your own education. You
should pay to learn about what you want
to know, not what someone else ''thinks''
you should know!
Setting these goals, however, is not
enough. We must apply ourselves ev-
ery day toward achieving our objective,
realizing that we can do only so much
each day.
It is possible for a person to concen-
trate on carrying the burdens, facing the
tasks, and fulfilling the duties of one day
Useless Classes Throwing
Off Your Concentration!
~,~~._"
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Coriande~ Vervain, and Ginger Roo;
A Practicioner of The Craft...
N: That's an interesting questio
K: Do any of your rituals, anc
worktoward a goalof"healingthe
Source and those other energie
assist me and have provided a
for me to do and know things. M
honor them in all their aspects.
The fourth part is the craft a:
spellworking, charm making,
making, herb growing, etc. To r
part is really useless without inc(
ing the other three aspects. H(
there are many people who 0
these crafts, or anyone of them,
consideration to any other a
There are no hard and fast rules'
you must do one or the other. All
is provide you with my version. I
from me to judge others; I c
account for myself. There's no ~
that says ''this is the way you ha
it".
Cont'd on facing pafJ
body. A sick Witch doesn't do anyone
any good, including myself.
The third part is the spiritual as-
pect-this derives from my belief that I
don't get something for nothing. The
abi:;ties I have developed overtime, the
assistance I am given, and the energy
that Ican channel through myself to help
others-
all of
~: .."_ "_#-;:"""'::';;';:~P"~" these
_._-?.........~- ...1 things
~..""g;;;~:~~:,.....,_ ~":III~",L.~·::·:::·'':":.::~~~>;;~::"~ . . com e
....:~.·_····----7-/.. '." :~~:
_~~ a r".,,~. !,
where.
Some
people
call it God; my term for it is the Infinite
Source. To it, and all other energies and
forces I, long ago, pledged service to.
This service (not servitude, mind you) is
manifest in my helping my fellow hu-
mans, and seeing to my own spiritual
development-a lifetime path. Each
breath I take is in honor of the Infinite
tradition. To me, they are inseparable,
each contributing to the other to form
what is my way of life.
The first being the academic as-
pect-thisconsists of exercises that help
a person to become balanced (observa-
tion, grounding and centering, medita-
tion and concentration, dream analysis,
etc. )
and
studies
( my -
tholo-
g i e s,
rei i -
gions,
ot her
e so -
teric systems, psychology, philosophy,
methods of divination, etc.). Things that
help me to become more perceptive to
my own personal life arid surroundings.
The second part is the personal
health aspect-by that I mean that eat-
ing right, maintaining a relatively clear
mind, etc., all contribute to a healthy
Not interfering with the free will of or
causing deliberate harm to anyone. Ev-
erybody needs to do what they need to
do in their own time.
N: There are really four parts to my
Cont'd from page 4
spells.
And THArs a BRIEF overview of my
philosophy and tradition; I don't exactly
have a name for it.
K: You've piqued my curiosity. Could
you give an overviewof the parts of your
tradition?
Which brings me to what I do most:
study. I engage in a continuing study of
world religions, philosophies, mytholo-
gies, and other magical and metaphysi-
cal systems of thought and practice to
further my knowledge, understanding,
and tolerance of those whose paths
differ from mine.
ON ANY THURSDAY NIGHT FROM 7:00PM TO 9:30PM.
I~~al Nl'
w
~
SKATE & PUTT
N ROLL NIGHT
THURSDAY
TO 9:30PM
South Florida's Newest Entertainment Center
'DtJPf
YOU HAVE TO PRESENT THIS FLYER
MIKE'S ROCK
EVERY
7:00 PM
THIS FLYER ENTITLES YOU TO ONE FREE ADMISSION
(exp. 3/11/93)
9130 State Road 84 • Davie, FL 33324
In the Pine Island Ridge Pla'za
(305) 452-2800
-~ ----_._,=""~-',~.,,~.;...,.
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Dsmisns, Henbane,sndBadger'sFoot
...•VVhichCraft?No! lVicca!
~. ~ :,.,,,. . '" .. .,
those with evil intents any'more than,
say, mainstream Protel;tantism is. I
can:t, and won't, speak for all Witches,
but! can tell you that "black" or harmful,
revengeful, evil magic is nota part of my
lifestyle and·practice.
. Druidism and Wicca are somewhat
related in that Druidism hasbeen around
formany centuries. Wiccais primarily
(although it varies from Tradition or de-
Just b~cause s~meonedoes Tarot readings orproduces
astrologicalcharts does no!make'them sWitch.
rob the bodyotvitality.nomination,.ifyou will, to Tradition) a
The sOurce of power? Well,that's modern revival and 'mixture ofnature '
as I explained earlier on. The Infinite spirituality, European and Celtic Sha-
Source is where thepoweroriginates as maoism., •and lately,with some Nat.ive
far as I see it.··.Thatcombineg .with.a American spirituality mixed in.
degree of personal power(whichweall . ,
have within us) ishow Magic isworked K: Then Why, orhqw, did you get in-
by humans. volved with Wiccanism?Because you
want to change the world, become per-'
sonally powerful,or...?
N: Those things'(Tarot, astrology,
channerers,etc.)are.jnmy opinion,
crafts·. They can (and frequently are) a
part, of Wicca and embody the "Craft
Aspect" J referred to earlier. However,
justbecause someone doesTarot read-
ingsorpi"oducesastrologiealchartsdoes
not make them a Witch.
are notpartofWicca. Jntentionallyharm- ,
inganything or. anyone' goes directly
against the rul~we have that states "Do
as you Will, harming none." Nor do we
summon. primordial' spirits or forces to
do work for us. That also falls into the
cstegoryof "harrtling;" since interfering
with the freewill ofanother is nianipula-
ti9n, thus harm, We. do not condone the
.Cl~se Of drugs or other pollutants that
K: Interesting. That brings up the next
questiOn:howareWiccansdifferentfrom
'(f<:lr~ckofa~ett~~\!'.fOrd)'productS' of' 'N:MYphjJosQphYJfI~~ap.artofme long
the. NevyAge'Movement""':So1cafled' beforeldiscoveredthatthethingsJ did,
:psychics;' tarot readers,astrologers; were a part of what is known as Wicca.
etc.? . I. have a great sense of pE*iceandin-
creased awareness ass result ofmy
lifestyle. I've studied a numberof reli-
gions, as I mentioned earlier (since that
isa part of my philosophy), and the more
I study, thermore I realizethatmycho-
senpath "is the right one forme.. I'mnot
a Witch because I want to impress oth-
ers, andrd like to think that my actions,
worEis,and deeds reflect that..
-/
Anyone that stuck to theoldel", pre-
christian beliefs was labeled as "evil"
andtheOlderQodswere ~rand.eda~ ''the
deVil"..' Unfortunately, the.~tereotypiCat
HollywOOd image of Witches doesn't
help the general public understand that
the two .(SStanism and Wicca) have
nothing at all in common.,
K: That being the crux, what are some
other common
misconceptions
of Paganism/
Wiccabythe gen-
eral public?
K: If that's the case, why does the gen-
eralpublicaSSObiate PaganismlWiccans
with' Satanism? And ar~ Wiccanscon-
nected with Satanic rituals or Satanism?
N: The .common 'misconception that
equates Wicca and Satanism iSQne Of
long-standing. Satanism is a Judeo/
Christian/lslamic/ZQroastrian concept
and isnot part of any Wiccan philosophy
thaHknowof. Wedon't puttheUniverse
in terms of such extreme duality. I
imagine that the association between
Satanism and Wiccathat perpetuates
today stemsfrom the middleages,when
a rather large attempt was made 'to
convert everyone to Christianity. '
K:Aren'tWiccans ' K: Even so, how doyou know thatwhat
the same as you are doing is real (Le., couldn't it be
Witches and vice some form of self-hypnosis or some-
versa? If not, how thing related to breathing too much in-
aretheydifferent? cense)?
N: Other misco,n- . '-'~~iir~ .~ ,_" .•' How' would they
c e ptions l',-::!:7~'~::!l.III:!!" . compare to prac- N: Howdowe truly know that w~ exist at
t:immm/Well,one .' . ...' titionersof''black" all?
is thatWiccais,anti-Chrisi~Il' That's (or "whit~") magic, or say, Druids?
certainIyJ.lOtrue. Nbn~Christianisn'tanti·· .• K: Touche'. However, can yOu expand
Christian. There are many different N: I usually use t~e two terms 'Witch" thatthought?
types of ,spirituality and many Pl3ths to and "WlCcsn" intet:ehangeably, although .' .
take.!like to think that I canpeacefully there is some dispute.a~out that Some N: I have had so many eX~riencesand
co~exist with all ofthem. As far as other people refer toWICC8 as thespirituaV . ,confirillations of my magfP and, oOhe
misconceptions...you mean apart from, religious side andWit9hcraft~s theac- ,existence of a higher pq~erthatlam
the stereotypednegativeirnages? ,tualcrafts (i.e. spellwoi"king, charmmak-certain beyondaf.doubt t~t it's real. Of
ing, etc.). As.far as "black" magic is ' course there are people who don't· be-
K:Well, some misconceptions that I, concerned...! am certain that in every lieve in it, so for them it isn'treal. Agood
perso~IIy,amawareofa(8anifl1af(and! walk of life, .ineveryreligion, in every . many of the things we take foJ' granted
or hurnanls8c~ices,anct.soforth; also, profession,.·there arethoseindividuars ,
sources of magic/power. or groups thafdeUghrio·exerting·power 'SliIe'RED POISON
over others. 'A"'ftft' 't:!S' ,..... '.
N:Oh, okay. Well, kilUng and sacrifices CertainlyW~is not exempt from . ,"'r"'~I .. :onp_ge10
" ••. c-:_ .. ,. :".. ':0' "'" .' "'-" ,.', .'. '-.- •
WiccaencompassesPaganismand
more. Wi,cca ,is more'of .the religious
·aspect.of paganism; with emphasis on
ritual and spellwork; You can be a
Pagan and not be a. Witch, in other
words.
.. ';~': ·.,!,?!:,qt.i!qfJ~'!'1e t!J,.,~!P,~~:()f,rJIfU!lf:Q!,; .. 1
ti-~~'G"~~~-~~#·~~mr·"·'11
Cont'd from previous page
will answer it this'way: '1. don't. believe
that the Earth needs to be healed. The
Earth has been around longerthan any
of us, and will continue to exist long after
we're gone.
The Earth is, I believe, a Living
Organism,justas we are. And,due to
Humanity's'excesses,there are a lotbf
things thatare wrong in ourworld today.
I don't thi'nk that doing rituatsto heal it
are going to solvethEl problem, because
the Earth doef?n't NEED to be healed;
the problem lies with Humanity;...;..Hu-
manity destroying rain forests, and pol-.
luting., and all the other things· that .go
along' with the "heal-the-Earth" move-
ment (which not only comprises pa-
gans,'but other people,too);
Ithink jt'sfutile to send energy to the
Earth to heal it; because we should be
healing ourselves. We should be more
responsible for recycling, cleaning up
I after ourselves, and so forth.
Forexample. one of thl:! more com-
monexereises that Witches (Wiccans)
andPagans tend todo is something that
iscafledGrounding and Centering. This.
simply involves stilling. your thoughts,
releasing any negativity (anger, frustra-
tion, etc.)you may bf;l harboring, and
, letting it flow from you into the Earth;
with the ideathat.the Earth will transfer
, that negativity into other energy that will
be used for other things.
Now, if we're sending that energy
(negativity) into the Earth, why can't the
.Earth do it herself (tum the negativity
into healing energy)? J think a much
moreproductivewayofhealing the Earth
,would be to work on healing the indi-
vidual units that populate the Earth.
That's how I f~el about that
K: In general, what is Paganism and,
more specifically, what is.Wicca?
Nt Paganism ~nd the word "pagan" in
generailiter'ally means "one who lives in.
the country". It is notanti-religion as
many~oplewOuJdfiketo believe. ltis
jU$t $imply not orie ()fthe~established"
rnairistreamreligions. "'s more of a
philosophy,actually..'. ·Therenewed.in-
ter~ , in' pag~nism. today· reflects an
interest in bOth the land and our stew-
,ard$tlipwit~Vegard to tbatand being in
!,tune withNat.tireingerieral.
.' -. - -. -.-. '~ " . '. . , .
~
~ -==-'~
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Spring Term Classes at th
Nova Oceanographic Cent(
Marine Geology (CORE) (OCOR-' Dynamic Biological Oceanogra
5604): This course is a required CORE (OCMB-6195): This course, taug~
course for both degree programs. Top- Dr. Gary Kleppel, explores relations
ics of discussion will range from fossil between the physical environment
reefs to mid-ocean basaits. Marine biological productivity in the ocean
Geology is taught by Dr. Patricia
Blackwelder.
March 2 - "Alien 2"
March 9 - "Silence of the Lambs"
March 16- "Terminator 2"
March 23 - "La Femme Nikita"
~,p 'I'
't;', - '"~';~{t.".~"'~."-,.' Jll"e-#'~~, '~.(;j~~.',~ .. f~,. '\~"'.".~ ;:Il~'-I t.' / ';~~'~' .. i."
,",., ~j . ',' "j'.\\'S..'..r . ,1. j~
.. .:.:....)(..:.....,.' ... '~-.,i >. 'l~~~~l~.
-..:ifur' t'~._/ 1~!!. \tdf{lr
'{If; ,,,: '!~-l' ~ cT
,:·'l . ....,-: ..f I~ \. J ..
Woman as Warrior'
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The Nova University Women's Studies Programs present: The
March Film Series.
Registration begins two weeks prior to the start of
classes and takes place at the Oceanographic Centel
Is Your Future in Family
Systems Medicine?
Marine Mammals (OCMB-6330):' This
is aLIMITED ENROLLMENTCOURSE,
taught by Dr. Keith Ronald. Marine
Mammals will deal with a variety oHop-
ics including: the anatomical structure,
and interactions with man and other
species.
Dr. Kate Waites Lamm started
.the March Film Series at Nova to
better educate students in femi-
nism and to increase students'
awareness of the diverse roles
women play in our male-domi-
nated society.
The films will be presented
every Tuesday during the month
of March from 6:30-9:30 p.m. on
Nova's Main Campus in the Hol-
lywood-Mailman Building, Room
309.
A discussion will follow each
film viewed. Refreshments will
be served. Master's degree specialties
For more information contact available at the Nova Univer-
Dr. Lamm at (305) 475-7582. i 31ty Oceanographic Center, in
--------------il 'Jania, are Marine Biology and
30'3stal Zone Management.
'/
.
Oil Pollution Effects (OC/Cz-63
The focus of this course isthe impa
petroleum hydrocarbons on natural
.humanenvironment. Thiscourse, VIi
begins one week later on April 1.
taught by Dr. Bart Baca.
meets once a week from 6:
9:30 p.m. at the Ocea
graphic Center.
Registration begins
weeks prior t,o the starl
classes and takes place at
Oceanograph ic Center.
further information and a~
cation procedures, contac1
Dodge, Dr. Burney, or
Pastor at (305) 920-1909.
c1- ~ 1f-,,;'---'
/~~~~.>'1:\~'c:=.e:-. . Ii! ! \ f\~~~~
Many cou rses are also of in-
terest to teachers for recertifi-
cation. Each class is for 3
credits or can be audited.
Tuition is $275 per credit
hour. The Spring, 1993 term,
12-week evening classes, will
begin during the week of April
5 and continue through the
week of June 25. Each class
L>r. "ndlcw M, NCWlIIlln,lWM
2259 S. University Dr. 476-6606
Davie, FL 24 Hour
("'-*IeWHt"'.
2 Blocke South or At. 841595) Emergency ServiceI Early Dropoll and Lulu Pick-Up Avullu~
-----------~-------------r------------
.FREE 200/0 DISCOUNT 0 .
Inilial Exam (Reg. $22) I On All Treatment I 10~ OFF
Includes: I Includes' I On All Pet' Food
-oculIIr Eum ·Ear, No.., Throat· cardlov.acular I .AlI Vacclnallona (&c.......:.. RablnT) I .
• Raaplralory • EIll...... P.r••lte•• ConsuU.tlon • --. -a' ••
'ReporlOfFlndlng. I .AURoul SWCI"'Y I From SCience Diet
• Nollnclud.d: ·Dent ..,
MecI....Ion, V.oolnatlon., £IMrgenol' call., I ....dlng lota.rv..lon) I
I*gnoillc T....
__~~ ~ ~~· L ~~· _
The pelIsnt MICI any olhar person responsible 'or pal'Jn8fll has 1M rlghlto m-to pal', ca -'papIeIIl or be ,.lmbursad for payment for any paymsnI tor..., olhsr .."Ice,
~ or .....tmsnt which Is performed ••• ,..... or and within 72 houra of responding to 1M adYMlsamanI for the Jr..d~'"or rad.-d ....."...
Systems Medicine, call Sherri
Muchnick, Ph.D., at (305) 424-
5700.
This timely specialization can be taken as part of the
Master's Program in Marriage and Family Therapy.
an innovative program to its
family therapy department:
Family Systems Medicine Spe-
cialization.
This timely specialization
can be taken as part of the
Master's Program in Marriage
and Family Therapy. These
courses will train you to work
with health professionals in the
care and management of pa-
tients and their families.
Students in the Family Sys-
tems Medicine Program gain
experience in a multitude of
settings including hospitals,
clinics, rehabilitation centers,
and private physician prac-
tices.
The School of Social and If you are ·interested in a
Systemic Studies has ,added. professional career in Family
z a r e e f a , s
C I u b h 0 U S Ie
Serving the Nova University Club COnInIunity
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Let the
Games
Begin!!!
«««---------
««««------
Z' coverage
Dr. Kate Waites Lammplaying for
WNKRagainst the Nova Knlght Base-
ball team.
The Games contributed to the spirit
of fraternalism when Phi Alpha Delta
Knight Chapt~r took on the Phi Alpha
Delta Fleming Chapterfrom the Shepard
Broad Law Center.
Perservering through rain and a
home base that resembled a large mud
pie, the two teams faced off in chal-
lenge.
Unfortunately both sets of P.A.D.
members were so out of shape that the
game was that of mere chance.
Immediately during the first inning
Knight Chapter member Zareefa at-
tempted to catch the ball with her knee
and later infielder Scott Chitoff actually
demonstratedthe "Nestea Plunge", only
backwards! Of course, though the
Fleming chapter did manage to win they
weren't in much better shape either.
Has anyone ever mentioned that
Law school students are really stressed
out? Yes grown-ups, we aren't suppose
to hit our own pitcher with the ball! Of
coursewhy justmentionthetruehearted r-. -------------
but inept attempt of law students when
WNKR really proved that no particular
skill was needed in order to wear a
glove. Yes, they can D.J. but unfortu-
nately Big Bird could not save they day.
Perhaps they should feel bad that
Dr.,Lamm was their only saving grace.
(See upper right picture) Butwait..WNKR
had extenuating circumstances, but in
light of the fact that I had to play softball
in the rain to ho-hum sixites music I
won't mention them!
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"Scott Chitoff actuallydemonstrated
the 'Nestea Plunge~' only backwards"
On February 6th and 7th the Stu-
dent Life Office of Nova University spon-
sored its very first 24hour softball game.
The proceeds from the games went to
benefit AIDS Reasearch. Kristin Pebley
of Student Life organized this unique
event and the music was provided by
volunteer D.J.'s from WNKR.
Many campus organizations, such
as WNKR, Phi Alpha Delta, the Ac-
counting and Microlab Departments, as
well as outside sponsors such as Mr.
Laffs in Davie donated a minimum of
$50 to enter a team.
Over 26 teams participated during ,
the benefit, bravely facing off theiroppo-
nents in pouring' rain and ankle deep
mud to raise money. Overall the event
wasa success raising $1573.1 0 forAIDS
Research, which was donated to AIDS
Inc.
Zareefa Khan, P.A.D. Knight Chapter & Melba Fletcher, P.A.D. Fleming Chapter laila-lareefa Khan
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Zaree!a'sClubhouse
PHI "ALPHA DELTA LiAW FRATERNITY
iVQVA KNIGHT· CHAPTER
CORDI~4LLY INVITES YOU
1'~O .THEIR
5 TH j-1NNUAI~
LEGAL STUDIES DINNER
.L'\tIARCH 3, 1993
AT
TROPICAL ACRES RESTAURANT'
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$500 AWARDS WIll BE AVAI1.-
ABLE TO STUDENTS IN THE
FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:
2 GENERAL, 1 CAMPUS,
&
1 COMMUNITY SERVICE
SCHOLARSHIPS.
~ ~
I
APPLICATIONS CAN BE PICKED
UP IN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT
L . T.I~ _
_~ ""'iiiiiiI",;;""'_
Check E-Mail, Audix & look for posters
to find out when yearbook pictures
will be taken
Order Now Pay later!!!
Pick up order forms from the Office of
Student Life.
Yearbooks are now on sale for $20.00
PALADIN YEARBOOK
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••I
••••
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vitamin C makes the saliva more acidic
and this can lead to dental erosion.
Whatever your source of vitamin C. be
sure to include it in your daily diet.
Bonnie Rogers. Health Educator
Recommended daily allowances
for vitamin C vary more than other nutri-
ents. Stress, alcohol, and smoking de-
plete vitamin C from the body. It is
recommended to consume 600-1200
mg. daily. Although fresh fruits and
vegetables are recommended sources
and they can supply up to several grams
or more per day, supplements can be
taken.
Various supplemental forms of vita-
min C exist. There is the lozenge made
by Sunkist, the pill form and the chew-
able. Although the chewable may taste
good, be careful because when chewed,
Intramural Softball-Sundays 4-
7pm & Intramural Bowling
Wednesdays 9pm. '
WNKR D.Je's will meet Thursday,
March 4th @ 5pm, Rosenthal Bldg.
Phi Alpha Delta Knight Chapter
will meet on Thursday, March 4th
@ 7pm, Rosenthal Bldg.
Don't forget the March Film
Series--beginning March 2nd from
6:30-9:30pm in the Hollywood!
Mailman Bldg.
1 March 1993
An important function of vitamin C
is in the formation of collagen, to build
strong teeth and bones, and healthy
blood vessels. Vitamin C also aids in
cholesterol metabolism by increasing
its elimination from the body. Vitamin C
has demonstrated through research to
stimulate the immune system by stimu-
lating white blood cells that fight off
infection, although whether or not it can
prevent the common cold is still contro-
versial.
Vitamin C (Ascorbic Acid) is a Vf~ry
important essential nutrient-that is we
must obtain it from our diet. This water-
_soluble vitamin is only found in fruits
andvegetables. It is highest in uncooked
fresh foods. The best sources of vitamin
C are from citrus fruits, for example;
oranges,lemons,limes, tangerines, and
grapefruits. Other fruits high in vitamin
Care rosehips, ascerola, cherries, pa-
payas, cantaoupes, and strawberries.
Good vegetable sources include green
peppers, broccoli, brussels sprouts, and
dark leafy greens, tomatoes, and as-
paragus.
Stress, alcohol, and smoking deplete
vitamin C from the body.
And now a word from the
Wellness Center...
-':~;...'., t
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Sil1lply Z are efa •
"Avid Bowler
still seeking male companionsI
Am desperate and will accept 01
from P.A.D. members (Law Sci
Chapter excluded). Send inCJuir.
Nova Knil!ht do Z's Personal:
.pr
"Gram pusbokingforHide-
Aw ay.A nyonew hoknow s
how to do this,d ialX 1553
and ask fortheGram pus
(M eow !SplashISplash!):'
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Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~
Visa'" you'lJ be accepted
pfCll:U:S, nearly three times more than Americaft.Exl)ress~
And that's not a misprint.
:.L:.L:.L ©VIS8 U.SAlnc.1993 _
"PLEASE...Men of WNKR need
companionship desperately. No
experience or references required.
Must have love for Sesame Street.
X7419"
"Sparky seeking mate.
W illconsider adjusting
lifestyle to please"
XlSS3
Missing: M Y m ind.l
anyone has any know l-
edge regarding the
w earab ou ts of this fu gi-
tive please con tact the
Stu d en t L ire Office at X
-l782~
Got a personal message
to send to anyone? It
doesn't have to be nice,
or sweet as long as you
remember "do unto
others as you would have
them do unto you". No
real names first and last
allowed. Messages will
be c~nsored if necessary.
Send them to The Knight
c/o Z's Personals.
~
Big Slick Daddy seeks non-
responsive comatose
"boobie"
woman for
sparkling
conversation.
Call WNKR
"Sweetie Pie,
You mean so much to me my
little "tough turkey".
Thank-you for all the wonderful
memories and good .
times to come.
I love you always!
Mokey
August 17, 1991-FOREVER"
MacGyver seeks silky
voluptous feline for
playful romp in workout
room.
(Yes this one is from WNKR too!)
Jur~rn~i~I~~d'e¢tures from
James. Doan, Ph.D., Colin
Magee, and Peter
McC.I.Jn~.
',." .' ... There is no admis-
~~siOncharge, and par-
, ~~·ticipantswill be able to
combine attending the.
performance and lec-
tur$VIlitheither bring-
ingth~ir ownlul1ch or
'p'~rchasingitin th,e caf-
eteria..i'\~Qt]lJrther informa-JJ90~ple~$,e'cGlntactOr. James
,J.!).patlat;;·{SQq}476-1965.
-', <', -. '~:: ' ,",',' """. : "j'".", ". '
I'. '. ',,:. " ,•••••• •••• ••••. . . ."..
One oatran Center, #320 c'
9100 So. Dadeland .BIV~ Miami
305-67..9161
I call Now
The' Knight
The Mis.v Hawaiian TroPicBc~,utyPageant. ... ,.. 'il.S'E··iR.ai;llI, . '. 359' .
Over 60contestants will com- . The pageant~ill befllmed8RI"I. "....IUI$ ..' .
pete for m... or.. e t..han. $.1.,00,000 .infO...r. a nation.a.. HySyn....dicateclt.e...·.'.e.-.\ .. ·····M.'. UN... 1,..C· .H.··s43.9 .pash and -prizes at the 10th an- vision special toair.in Seplem- J..,. ' .nU~1 MiSS. Hawa.iian Tro.P.. ic I. nte.~.- be...r... celebr.i.ty.jUd9~!)l.nc.IU.. -d.e I L····I·S··,B·O·.···N. . $'63".9'national Beauty Pageant on Fn- Donald Trump" Robm Leach, I .... .
day, MarGh12,1993.The pag-"Another World" star Sandra! 05eOYl 659
eantwillbeheld at 1 p.m. on the Reinhart, BuffaloBills' quarter- ··.·1.'. i· •. ·.• ". ..~ . .
pool deck of the Howard John- back Jim KeHy, Wolfman Jack, '.
son Hotel in .Daytona Beach. and the BarbieTwins. . FaresarefromMiami,rol;Jndtrips.Jaxesa~
'Th t' ·t· d . th k P' t t' ·t· ·11 b . Sll'charges not Included.eac IVI les unng ewee' agean ac IVIles ·WI·.· en-,FaressUbjecttochange.'
ofthe pageant will include aCon-ent The American C~nc.er Soci- Pickup the FREE2ncfec:lltionof
testants' Welcome Party on Mon- ety and The- Mkomazl.GamenStiJdentTravcls"ma'sazlnc!
day, March 7 from 9 p.m.-12 mid- Reserve in Tanzania, Africa.
night, dailypool deck partiesfrom . For more information.con,.
11 a.m.-3 p.rn.,'and nightly par-cerning times andlocatiofls,
ties at G.B. Reef's at 11 ,p.m. contactthe Convention andVisi-
P,ag'eant activities will also in- tors' Bureau forDCiytona Beach
clude a Luau, Press Party, and ,at(904) 255-0415 or 1-800-854-
Celebrity Charity Dinner. 1234,
'Nova 'Univ~rsitX'Nilthosta
cOncert and lecture{)hSc,otch~
.' . ~ .....,.. .... .. . . ..... IIrish musicanditsin~
,r-AS.. lIVi.nn.ers.. ,. each rece!ved. al '.•1. ue.•. n.ce ..on........•.... th.•.. e d.e.,.v.eI~.•......,
certi'icate and treatlse_ 1. opm~nt ofAmenc~n
L . - J fplkand country. mUSIc.
The prograrnwlllbe
for outstanding scholastic (AALS), .. ' . held onWadnesday,
achievement.. . . The Law Center has over 700 March 10, 1993, from
The avvardrecipients,all third~ students from across the count.rY·12:00.p.m. t02 :OOp.m.
year law students, are Stephen It houses the Charles and Lucille at the RosentharStlJ~
Gaffigan, Thomasina Moore,Jack King DisabilityLawlnsti.tu,te, WhiCh!o~r1i Center,NbvaUl1j~
Sacks, and Bruce Warner. As provides legalassi.stance tod~s~versity, Main Entrance,
winners,.eacIJreceiveda certifi- ..'ableda.d~lt~andchildren, theClvlll~QeA\lenue,Da"l7.; .........•.•...."
cate and treatise. . . Law Cllmc, and theCenter for the .. (:,/,Thepe·rform~nce';\lVjJllaa~
Established in 1974,tf1e,.S$udyofYouth Policy: ····!;.J,:,~i·/· ' '.; .':., i,,', .'
.... , '1 . .',;", ,:X .. '''''',r;:,t,z . ..... -h.
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,·,Gary,Stein;·.to The···.10th
Speak at Nova AnnuaIMiss
L~wAlumniHawaiian .
Luncheon 1 Tr · B'· . ·t·,
, . ·.OpICeaUy:'
The Nova University
Shepard Broad- Law Center Pageant
Alumni Association will host a
luncheon on March t8,at
12:00 noon, at the Riversida
Hotel, located at 620 E. Las
Olas Boulevard in Fort Lau-
.derdale.
The featured speaker will
be Gary Stein, a staff colum-
nistfor theSun~Sentinel.Stein
will discuss his role at th§l
newspaper as well as satirize
, cu rrent' events.
Open to the public as well
as Nova Law Alumni, the cost
is $12.50 per person,' Reser-
vations'must be paid for by
March 1,2. .
. For further information;call
(305) 452~611O. .
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, selected as the recipients of the 'Association (ABA) anclthe Asso-
West Publishing Company.Award ciation of American Law Schools
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Still Talking with Noelle
Red Poison Apples and Other Misconceptio
.eatel
See WICCAN on pa~
K: Getting back, fora moment,
types; where and when did tl
nate? Isn't the reaction of thE
public to this increased mov,
and/or Wiccan forums. Perl
metaphysical store can hell
contact with those of simi!
There are several in the area
Books and Things, Under thE
Magical Forest are all located
County.
I'm certain that any m
store, like BookStop, for in~
also carry a certain degrel
although certainly not as spe,
other stores. Additionally, tt
host of periodicals that can p
sistance and contacts. Circll
News, Green Egg, and New I
ing are magazines that I ar
with.
Concert Calendar
Mar 4 Damn Yankees Sunrise Musical Theatl
Mar 4 Quicksand Washington Square,
Miami Beach
Mar 5 Gin Blossoms The Edge, Ft. Lauderda
Mar 8 Prince Sunrise Musical Theatr
Mar 12 Falling Corpses The Edge, Ft. Lauderdal
Mar 13 Extrem.e James L. Knignt Center*
w/ Saigon Kick Miami
Mar 26 Roosterhead The Edge, Ft. Lauderdall
Mar 27 BonJovi Miami Arena*
Apr 1 & 2 Sade Sunrise Musical Theatre
Apr 2 The Itch The Edge, Ft. Lauderdale
Concert Calendar is compiled By Joel Natt, Business Manager, The Knight
• For more information please contact TicketMaster at 523-2209 •
N: What would I like to see them do?
Well, idealistically it would be nice to
have them just "Live and Let Live", as it
were. In a similar light, an improved,
understanding and increased tolerance
would make for a much more peaceful
society.
N: I'm sure there are a number of com-
puter bulletin boards tha't host Pagan
ing andtolerance of Paganism and Wicca
by those individuals and groups that so
oppose it currently.
K: What would you like to see the gen-
eral public do in reaction to this growing
movement (barring the obvious radical-
ism of Fundamentalists)?
K: Can you provide the reader with infor-
mation on where they can find books,
" and so forth, which will provide them
with more detailed information?
K: Do you have family? If so, how de
they, and other people, react when you--------------------------------
tell them you are a Wiccan (I assume
you don't just blurt it out to everyone YOl'
meet)?
K: Taking into account the stereotype of
Wicca, and Paganism in general, where
do you think Wicca/Paganism is head-
ing in America?
N: There is a growing paganlWiccan
movement in America today. Hopefully,
as a result of that, there will be more
accurate information relayed to the gen-
eral public about what it REALLY is.
More accurate information, I should
hope, would mean greater understand-
N: A coven is a group of Witches that
choose to work together. A circle is the
special area that is used in a ritual. It
also can be referred to as "sacred space".
Is that what you wanted to know? As for
why I am a Solitary...well, I have always
been more or less of a loner, and I enjoy
working alone more than being involved
in a group effort. This is strictly a matter
of personal preference on my part"
I know many people who feel quite
the opposite and that's perfectly alright
for them. I have worked with groups in
the past and don't particularly enjoy the
petty differences that always seem to
crop up in the course of human relation-
ships. It is especially critical when work-
ing magic that all personalities are in
harmony and that is sometimes quite
difficult to achieve in a group setting. I
guess it really boils down to the fact that
I've been a loner all my life and rather
enjoy it....
N: I am married and I have a two-and-a-
halfyear old daughter. My husband has
always known that I am a Witch. I sup-
pose he's not bound by the fears that
many people are, so there's never been
any apprehension on his part of my
long-standing religion and lifestyle. My
parents have always been aware of my
interests and I was always.encouraged
to study all religions and philosophies.
But, because there is still so much
fear and misconception surrounding
Wicca, I normally just don't go around
telling people that I'm a Witch. People
will usually get to know me for who I am
and what I do and, hopefully, their opin-
ion of me is derived from my actions as
opposed to some horrible stereotype.
N: Training comes through a commit-
ment to study, practice, and intuition.
There are literally hundreds of books
available on a wide variety of topics
ranging from Wicca and paganism, to
Qabala, to herbology, to alchemy and
more. To learn any subject takes com-
mitment. I don't think there are any
exceptions.
As far as guarantees against mis-
takes? Well, there aren't any. Making
mistakes is a part ofthe Life experience,
and hopefully you can gain perspective
from any mistakes that you make.
N: Indeed.
Cont'd from page 7
today would have been considered he-
retical centuries ago. Remember
Galileo...
K: You mentioned earlier that you were
a Solitary Wiccan". How do you get your
training and what guarantee do you have
that you are not going to make a terrible
mistake?
K: Why did you. choose not to join a
coven? And explain the difference be-
tween a 'Coven' and a 'Circle'.
N: I firmly believe that reading every-
thing you can by everyone gives a per-
son a well-rounded view of things. Of
course, reading every single reference
on magic and related topics is, at the
least, a lifetime task. But one that will
repay the serious student. Books are
sources of information, they are not ab-
solutes and always need to be tem-
pered by your own good judgment and
intuition.
My own personal feeling about
Crowley, for example, is not a p'ositive
one. He, in my opinion, was a very sick
man, and was (by his own admission)
not a Witch. Aberrations notwithstand-
ing (and he had many), reading his
works you will either loathe him or love
him. Idon'Uhinkthere'sa middle ground
there (laugh).
K: Then do you read grimoires like the
"Lemegeton", or works by Levi, Mathers,
or Crowleyfor guidance?
K: Yes. Labeled a heretic by the Roman
'Catholic Church.
~--
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The Literary Knight
Simply.drQP.off your poetry in
h~ndwritten,typed, or disk form by
April1stanej the winner will be
announced and printed in the'April 11\'
~2nd issue.,
Bring aU submissions to The
Knightne~spaper office in room
208 of .the.FtPsenthal .bUilding on
ti0va's main campus, c/o Matthew
·Sirnring,.Associate Editor, or call
(305) 452-t§53aridschedulea drop
offtitne. .
Poetry by,Gaetano
Wnen"TollrrowComes
Wl)entomorrowcomes,
and the singing nightingales,
perch upon untrodden heights,
and their uprising songs
Jeach beyond the green forest,
warming the souls of many
a lonely pilgrim in search
of that which they call self,
and when the piercing rays
of the most endearing of all stars
dispel the mysteries and glooms
engraved in the heart by darker hours,
then a" eyes might cherish
the cheerful splendor all around.
When tomorrow comes,
and the doleful venerable
splashes in the fountains
that forever begat in man
the idyllic nostaligies of
many seasons forever gone,
and an unyielding shivering
belies'hismost ardent resolution,
may he wish to forsake eternity,
and in one short lucid instant
may he permit hisprodigal self
many distant ponderous thoughts
stealing glances of times forever past.
When.tof1l()rrow~s,·
and the lilieswelcOme in pride
and festive mood the incoming breeze,
and multitUde of aromatic scents
fill the~'1ses otlife
around the etrieraldpond,
andhaPJ>Y beescome and go
unable to choose a. flower to delect,
for,lost in ~n unending cycle,
from sweet ·to sweeter fly by,
a more resolute child will relish
the charm and honey of times to come.
TheKnight'.s.Poetry Contest
(si.....pI~ :r...I~s)
Are you a closet poet?
Are you a poet struggling for recog-
nition?
Are you someoJiewho isn't sure?
Reflecting on Fef:1ruary, Black History Month, the
following quotes regarding the concepts ofhuman· °
unityandracia/acceptance mayprovoke thoughts.
Here's a.great opportunity for
anyone .with/ a passion or
unchanneledc:lbility forpoetry. Just
enter The Kn;ght's Poetry Contest
and see yourpoetry in print, have a
chance to influence otheors, and
maybe win $25 bucks.
Compiled by Kim Dinkel, Eccentric Rec/use;
"There are two ways ofexerting one's strength:
one is pushing down, the other is pulling up."
-":'Sooker T. Washington·
"You're not supposed to be so blind with patrio-
tism that you can't face reality. Wrong is w,rongno
matter who does it or who says it."
-Malcolm X
"I know of no rights of race superior to the rights
of humanity."
-Frederick Douglass
"All my people go with me, when and where I
enter."
-Julie Cooper, 19th c. educator
"We used to root for the Indians against the
cavalry, because we didn't think it was fair in the
history books that when the cavalry won it was a
great victory, and when the Indians won it was a
massacre." '
-Dick Gregory
,
"The cost of. Uberty is less than the price of
repression."
-W.E.B. Du Bois
The
QU~~~ble~~
Knlgttt d~
"I want to be the whiteman's brother, not his
.brothet·in·law."
"':'Martin Luther King, Jr.
"I
I
.... 18
flit. 6.
M,1!
Jan
.81
flit. 4
Nov. 18
NDv.!4
DIe. !!
1 8 82 • 1 8 8 8 SCHEDULE
EX HI BIT IONS
..1! 34th Annual Hom Competition Exhibition;
African, Ocellnicand American Indian Art from
the Pennllnent Collection;:Berenice Abbott: New
York in the 1930s; Asger Jorn: Works on Paper: .
lly Popular Demand: A Touch of Glackens; The
Marks' Legacy: Highlights from their CoBrA
Collection; Frank P.Buck: A Notable Bequest;
and Dorothy Gillespie and Jane Manus on the
Sculpture Terrace
OCL 30 Curators Choice:
Selections from the PennanentCollection
Clyde Butcher Photographs
Selections from the Pennanent Collection, Part II
Corot to Cezanne: 19th-Century French
Paintings from the Metropolitian Museum ofAlf
and 19th-Century Photography from Florida
Collections
Linda Howard Sculpture on the SculptUre"
Terrace .
CoBrA Exhibition (title 'fBA)
Art Spiegelman, Maus Comics
The Magic of Line: Graphics from the Glackens
Collection; Trends and Themes in'American Art
..... 30 Contempo...~ry Glass from South Florida ..
Collections; Picasso Ceramics from the
Bercuson Collection; Selectionsfrom the
Lipschultz Donation °
.... 25 .Southern Roots: Third Annual South Florida
Invitational
Willa Shalit Sculpture for the Blind
LECTURE SERIES
.Nov. 6 John Frohnmayer: The Next President and the Arts
.... 14 Eugenia Parry Janis: Impressionism Without Color:
19th-Century Photography
Jerry Uelsman: Photography
Gardens of Monet: Elizabeth Morray
William Lieberman:
The Triumph of Impressionism
f8IJ. 2Ii Bennard Perlman: Glackens Graphics/Illustrations
CONCERT SERIES
flit. !1 Music & Art of 19th-Century France:
The Impressionists
....14 Music & Art of 19th-Century FraIice:
Post-Impressionism
TOWN MEETINGS
let. 8 Town Meeting: Evolution ofa Downtown Cultural
District - What Will it Take to Make it Happen?
..... !! Town Meeting: What is the Role of an Art Critic?
S PECIII EV EN TS
..11 Art A La Carte
OCt. 18 Tuesday Tune-Up
lIct 18 Sculpture Terrace Party
Nov. 8 Murderin the Museum
NII.11-16 Promenade in the Park
NIv.!II . Chocolate Chocolate
Nov. 8IHJIc. 8 Festival of Trees
DIIc 18 Annual Gala
....m Tuesday Tune~Up
f8IJ. 8. Ultimate Garage Sale
flit. m AnilUal Membership Party
Fa 27·28 Museum of Art Las alas Art Festival
....!8 End-of-Season Circus Finale
.... 18 Tuesday Tune-Up
May 8-7 In Full Bloom
~.. o~'c.....__...._
.. ._,-,.-~--
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Focus on Winter Fill11
Kilnber Sharp take~
Madonna's entire ti
career in issue 13 of
Knight! Don't Iniss
critical Inadness W'hE
hits the stands Marcil
Help us give away
GIFT CERTIFICATE
&
Build a monthly residl
income + FAST CAS
NEED EXTRA INCO]
Kimber Sharp is the new editot
tmgedy, not unlike The Orest
in a different light.
I would very much recomr
film for anyone who loves the
tion of tragedy in its purest for
seems to be entangled in th
feels overherbrother's suicid
she takes full responsibility.
solace and escape from hel
through spontaneous sexual
Here is where we see Me:
lack of affection. He is th
much, and she is feeling too
Although this film has bE
as an orgy of sexual antics, it
from that! The intimate S(
tasteful and erotic. They e:
viewer to sides of Stephen
that are scared and in need,
from their concrete, blase liVE
The acting is first-rate ~
brings the cities of Paris and I
life in an extravagant and ele!
nero Miranda Richardson is
as Stephen's wife. We see
flaw as being too trusting of j
too loving toward her son.
This film is a modern d.
For more Information COl
LCI International at
(305) 975-9254
Independent Marketing Agent for Mel ~
This film is a modern day Greek tragedy,
unlike The Oresteia taken in a different Ii!
that the viewer is sucked into the des-
peration that Stephen feels he cannot
escape. Every time Irons' chamcter
appears on the screen he is followed by
shadows and darkcontrasts. We hardly
ever see him in a good light, so to speak.
The tragedy is marked by Martyn's
behavior incrucial scenes. Although he
is not a "main" chamcter, he brings the
insight necessary to view Irons' charac-
ter in a sympathetic light.
Martyn has grown up as the son of
a wealthy diplomat. He speaks at the
family dinner table about how his child-
hood was good, yet that it lacked an
important ingredient: passion.
His father was always good to
him, but Martyn always seemed to
want more. As a child, he never knew
what "more" really meant. As a grown
man, Martyn realizes that passion is
the feeling that was missing from early
relationships.
As only the viewer can discern,
Martyn and Stephenface similarprob-
lems. Martyn realizes that relation-
ships need desire in its true form:
social and family ties aren't enough.
Stephen, who is bored with his mar-
riage and his job, fulfills his need for
desire sexually, with Anna no less.
Anna deals with desiredifferently.
Even years atterthe incident, she still
Tracy Froebel is the assistantassociate
editor ofThe Knight.
This is not yourordinary Van Damme
flick! Sure there are the usual ten scenes
of kick boxing where Van Damme takes
on seven "bad guys" and leaves them
scurrying off like wounded pups. How-
ever, in "Nowhere To Run," Van Damme
fights for a just cause between the
sounds of cracking bones and bodies
hitting the pavement.
The film's opening scene depicts
Van Damme handcuffed to the railing
inside a prison bus. Suddenly his long
lost partner in crime, who in fact killed
Nowhere to Run· The Sexuality an«
~:~ro~e~mme kickbo~~~n~:ns~~~ia~:~~r;ght_ Tragedy of Dama,
ful property of citizens who have worked .
hard to maintain it. However, the corpo- Kimber Sharp
ration is too powertul for the individual. ---.--------.----.
The individual bends under the pres- This latestfe~tur,efrom dlr~ctor LoUIs
sure and perhaps violence, and sells Malle (Au ~evotr L enfants) IS super~!
his/her property. However,rf yo.u are the type who IS
The corporate head, through the constantly runnl~g out to the th~atersto
work of his employees and the help of a . bUY,a happy ending for your enjoyment,
police officer, uses powertul, violent don t s.ee Dama9.e. .
measures, such as burning a barn or ~rrefly, the film IS abo~ .Ste~hen
slitting a cow's throat, to establish his Fleming (Jeremy Irons), a Brr~lsh dlplo-
point. Clydie continues to resist the mat who becomes obsessIvely en-
corporation's threats. tangled in a steamy sexual affairwith his
Without Clydie's property the cor- son's girlfriend.
Juliette Binoche (The Unbearable
. I Lightness Of Being) plays Anna,He bathes In a lake (where the usualone-nude-butt-scene- .Stephen's passionate concubine.
per-Van-Damme-movie occurs) and cooks by campfire... IStephen's wife, Ingrid, is wary of
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I B~oche~chamcte~aUhoughh~mofu­
the security guard Van Damme was in poration head cannot construct his de- ! erly ways force her to push her uncom-
prison for killing, swerves his car in front velopment. Clydie poses a threatforthe I fortablefe~lings aside. She hopes f~r
of the bus causing it to roll over. His corporation because her land is needed. the well-beln~of hers?n, Martyn, who IS
partner storms the prison bus, frees Van Without it an investment would be lost. desperately In love wIth Anna.
Damme,andtogethertheyescapedown Sam assists Clydie, with an interesting; This story is filmed in such a way
the dusty road in a brown Camflro. outcome.
However, as Van Damme drives The film also touches ,on a current
down the road, the prison guard grabs issue concerning the legal system: po-
his gun and fires a shot. (The scene lice corruption. A police officer, pre-
almost seems three-dimensional.) The tends to love Clydie to coerce her to sell
shot shatters the back windowofthecar herfarm. He receives overtime pay (if
and kills his partner. Van Damme is lett you know what I mean). The officer, like
to continue his escape alone with only a the corporate head, is only concerned
suitcase full of cash and a tape-record- with the return on his investmentand not
ing of his confidante's voice. the low level to which he had to stoop to
Sam Gillen, played by Van Damme, receive it.
finds refuge as a camper in the woods. The police officer is willing to pre-
He bathes in a lake (where tend to love a woman he
the usual one-nude-butt- doesn't. He even beats
scene-per-Van-Damme- Samatterhehandcuffshim
movie occurs) and cooks to the wall as a threat for
bycampfire, until a littleboy, him to leave the town and
nicknamed Mookie, played Clydie behind. Individuals
by Kieran Culkin, discovers will doanything in the name
his whereabouts. Soon af- of money.
ter Sam comes to the res- In Jean Claude Van
cue of Mookie's Mom, Damme's previous motion
Clydie, played by Rosanna pictures, such as "lion
Arquette,andthisisjustthe Heart" and "Double Im-
beginning. Here is where pact," he has not defended
the real battle begins. any true purpose. He has
Van Damme battles a mainly fought his way
powertulcorporation. The owner is forc- through the films always escaping from
ing citizens to sell their farms and prop- a prison somewhere around the globe.
erty to construct a million-dollar housing He must bida fond farewell to the woman
development. However, the citizens do whose heart he has won and in whose
not want to sell their homes and love the eyes he has become a hero. In "No-
area. This situation occurs numerous where To Run," however, Van Damme
times in the name of big business in the actually confronts a relevant issue: big
nineties and has for years. business vs. '1he little guy."
A particular individual(s) with a wal-
let fuJI of money, a bank account to
match, and a powertullast name, uses
Kimber Shari
can be found a
her critical bes
during long va
cations at Wa
Disney World'
resorts, withi
that magic,
land of COl
trolled hed(
nism and crl
ative hypocris
c The Wan DIsney company
Music, Food,
Movies,
Museums,
Concerts...
•..if these are your
interests, The Knight
needs reporters!
COlltact Matt Simrillg
Associate Editor
at (305) 452-1553.
c The Wall DIsney Company
ways. They are right up there in the
movie-making industry and have the
number one film right now. They are
also paying top dollar for top entertain-
ers, such as Robin Williams (Genie),
Gilbert Godfried (Iago) etc
My suggestion would_be to watch
Dis,1ey like a hawk; change is definitel~
happening!
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Belle's Breasts and Ariel's Clam Shell Bra
Cont'd from Cover
Jasmine as Disney's first recognizably
strong and intelligent leading woman.
She thinks for herself and takes her
future into her ownhands.
However, this is slightly offset by
what Jasmine wears and her somewhat
"difficult and picky" attitudes. But, hey,
nothing is perfect.
Another interesting trend is the way
Disney has transformed their leading
ladies into the latest figure fashions.
Remember Snow White and
Cinderella with their cross-your-heart
bustline? Yeah, that was definitely mil-
lenniums ago.
Under the direction of Jeffery
Katzenburg (head honcho of Disney's
animation department), the feminine
le~dswere reconstructed in such a way
asto makethem alluring and even "sexu-
ally desirable."
This renovated the old Cinderella
hidden-figure motif all the way to the
-90's style. This would demand the
women to have
a cinched waist,
sufficientlycurvy
hips and be-
come more
buxomthan ever
before!
This theory
goesback to the
first film in which
this was intro-
duced, The Little
Mermaid. Itthen
carried over to
Beauty and the
Beast, and finally Aladdin.
Robin Williams is superb as the
Genie and does more imitations than
can be counted. He is not unlike Wil-
liams himself, as one can see how he
brings the character of the Genie to life.
He has feelings, humor, and can defi-
nitely tellyou what life isall about: .....hav-
ing phenomenal cosmic power and itty-
bitty living space!"
Disney is, expanding in all sorts of
The style of
rock didn't
change much
from the turn of
the decade into
the 70's until the
latter part of the
decade. Theonly
exceptions to this
trend that come
to mind are The
Alan Parsons
Project and Pink
Floyd. Toward
the end of the
70's came disco and new wave, both
reactions to the boredom from a music
industry which had remained stagnant
for nearly ten years. This was the begin-
ning ofthe CHANGE which would follow
over the next ten years.
The 80's symbolized the techno-.
logical decade. It was the decade of
ReEigan, las~rs, the compact disc, and
another British invasion, but this time in
the form of a newly emerged "modern"
music. New groups such as Frankie
Goes to Hollywood, Depeche Mode,
Echo and the Bunnymen, Psychadelic
Furs, and The Cure emerged.
Towards the second half of the de-
cade, there were such discoveries as
industrial music, rap, and new age mu-
sic. Various styles of music incorpo-
rated an obvious strife for technological
advancement. An obvious CHANGE
had occurred in a decade of "life in the
so-called space age."
Now the 90's are here and the tech-
nological sphere of music seems to be
dwindling away, at least for the time
being. There has been the outgoing of
the new "techno" music within the past
two years, but it doesn't seem to reach
for new limits as the new wave, 80's
techno-pop bands tended to do.
Hastechnological music hit itspeak?
Will it take until the year 2000 before
some new form of music is discovered?
Perhaps by then machines, similar to
headphones, may actually project the
music into your mind for a new musical
stimUlation. Who knows? Until then, I'll
just sit back and listen to the progressive
bands from the 60's and 80's.
StewMcCauley "GMBH" isThe Knight's
music consultant. He is a disc jockey at
WNKR, broadcasting his show Friday
nights from 8 P.M. to 10 P.M.
As we'n
three years intc
the lastdecade 01
the century, I ask
myself "What's
been released
since the turn of
the decade· that
shows promise
for modern mu-
sic?" So far, my
answer has
been, "not too
much."
It seems that
modern music has come virtually to a
depressing standstill, the same stand-
still that I've noticed the general music
scene to approach every 20years. Let's
make sure that we don't get modern
music confused with "alternative" mu-
sic. Alternative music is music that
generally defies the mainstream indus-
try whereas .modern music tends to
stress the boundaries of technology.
Now here's my point. "Popular"
music can be traced back to the 40's
when music was just beginning to be
commercialized. CHANGE was hap-
pening everywhere and a revolution in
music was taking place. The 50's (an
odd numbereddecade) broughtthevery
start of rock-n-roll, but the image back
then was a very relaxed feeling towards
society, America. It was new Chevys,
hoola hoops, bubble gum, and Chubby
Checker. All this was fun, but there was
not much musical advancement.
Then the 60's hit and major
CHANGES were taking place musically
as well as in American society. The
British invasion, the increasing peace
movement, The Doors, and many other
innovative bands tried to be and were
ahead of their time. This was definitely
a decade of movement, equal rights,
Kennedy, color TV, fast cars, and to-
wards the tail end, Woodstock. In a
nutshell, the youth wanted a new begin-
ning.
When the 70's came around, many
strange things started to occur. Crises
after crises kept occurring in America
and the entire world for that matter. The
morale and advancement of music was
a definite reflection of the people's atti-
tudes at the time. People seemed more
concerned abouttheirown needs. Drugs
and casual sex were eminent in the
lyrics of rock-n-roll.
Is Modern Music at aStandstill1
ACritical Overview of Trends in Recent Decades
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The Nova University Kni!
ball team, behind the p~ching 0
Todd and the hitting of Scott
defeated the University of Ta
on Sunday, February 14. T.
ranked #1 in the NCAA Divis
but the Knights pounded out
take the victory.
The score, however, doe
cate howdominantly theKnigl
Nova was leading 12-3 goir
bottom of the ninth before yi
runs.
The 200 fans were as ql
be, and what little noise there
from the Nova faithful.
DonovanTodd pitched ei~
giving up three runs and fivl
raised his record to 2-0 on
Scott Richards' two home n
his average on the year to .4
Also, contributing during
"I
~;s
..,
f
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~ IJeff Sponder
See POTENTIAL on page 16
The Tennis Team.
versity. Her goals this year are to im-
prove her game and win as many
matches as possible.
Collete Perets is a senior returning
player from Miami who had a good sea-
son last year. Her main goal this season
is focused on beating everyone that she
goes up against.
Laura Wilhelm is a returning junior
whose goals this year are to improve
from last year and win more matches.
Laura was awardedAcademicAII-Ameri-
can, All-District, andAll-Regional in 1992.
She also received the Most Improved
Player Award in 1992.
There are four newcomers to this
year's team. They include senior Lana
Meet the
Tennis
Team
competitive confidence.
Now, it is time to meet the players.
Returning for her third year is junior
Captain Aka Ali. She received MVP
honors from 1991 and 1992.
On this year's team, Aka replied,
"This year's team is much better than
last year's team, and with the mixture of
returners and newcomers, we have the
opportunity to win many matches."
Her goals this season are to im-
prove her record over last year.
Jennifer Baldwin returns to Nova
Tennis for her third year of play also.
She was voted most improved on the
team in 1990and her goals this year are
to train hard to improve herperformance.
Senior Stacey Diener is a returning
player who transferred from Barry Uni-
Jeff Sponder
Did you know that Nova University
has a women's tennis team? Probably
not! I am going to change that notion
right now.
Nova has a tennis team and it con-
sists of nine players coached by Donna
Caputo.
Last year's team did not do very
well, but this year's team has a lot of
potential. Coach Caputo stated that,
"We're much more together, and ready
forthe upcoming season. We have a lot
of returning players and our new players
show good potential."
One major advantage this year is
that Sherry Carmeli joins the staff as
coach Caputo's right hand. Between
both coaches, they are confident about
the team's ability to bring home some
victories in 1993.
Coach Caputo returns as the head
coach of the Lady Knights tennis team
for her second year. She is a USPTA
certified teaching professional and has
been teaching forthe past sixteen years.
Coach Caputo is joined by Sherry
Carmeli, who graduated from Nova last
year. Her goals as the new assistant
coach center on team conditioning and
INTRAMURAL 'SPORTS STANDINGS
Standings as of February 21, 1993
Softball Standings BASKETBALL STANDIl\
j
S
1~
1~
1~
H
H
1~
U
U
PTS.I
j
PTS. WON
21.0
21.0
19.0
16.0
16.0
13.0
12.0
12.0
11.0
10.0
10.0
TUESDAY DIVISI<
TEAM NAME w
R. Untouchables 5 .
N.U.O.C. Stingrays 4·
The Bruise Bro. 3 .
Capital Punishment 2,
Legal Brief 1 '
Business Faculty 0 '
BOWLING STANDING
TEAM NAME
Chief Justices
Spare Balls
Ball Busters
Q's Killers
Out 4 It All
Money in the Bank
Cowboys
Pressures On
TheClavens
Pin Heads
Team #11
MONDAY DIVISION
TEAM NAME W-L
Dream Team 4 - 0
Rebels 3-1
N.G.R.I. 2 - 1
Condoleo's 2 - 2
Daka Dream Team 0 - 3
Nova U. Magic 0 - 4
Wins-Loses
4-0
4-0
3-1
3-1
3-1
3-1
2-2
1-3
1-3
0-4
0-4
0-4
Team
Untouchables
Capital Punishment
NGRI
The Colonel's Privates
Flex
Tortfeasors
'Tides
Free Agents
Nova Stringrays
Juris Prudence
Cunning Litigants
Raving Lunatics
Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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B~sketball G.ua~anteed Spotlight on Nova's Rugby Club
First-Ever Winning Season
UPDATE!
NovaUniversity's RugbyTeam
travelled to Florida Atlantic Univer-
sityand, unfortunately, cameaway
with a 20-6 defeat.
Coach Barbera said the team
played very well, and prospects of
winning are starting to look better.
Rugby is an unusual game to
many, similar in some ways to foot-
ball. Here are a few terms used in
rugby which will help you to under-
stand the game.
First, a player scores by cross-
ing the goal'line and for that you
receive six points. This is called a
''Try.'' After a Try is achieved, then
the team goes for an extra point
kick. This kick is worth two points,
kicked from wherever the Try was
scored. A drop kick isalsoa wayof
scoring in rugby, for whichtheteam
receives three points.
One of the most unusual as-
pects of rugby is called a scrum. A
scrum involveseightmenfrom each
team fighting to get the ball. Only
two people are allowed to touch
the ball during the scrum. The
teams line up opposite each other
and go head to head while the ball
is placed between the two teams.
Jeffrey Sponder
Understanding
the Game
Formore informationcontactDanielRoe
at 474-5873, Coach Barbera at 989-
,4106, or Chris.cronin at 452-6662.
Cory Burneschultz
II VV'ornenin rugby? You bettll
given the high quality present in Ameri-
can collegiate rugby football.
To date, the team roster includes
twenty-two players, one of which is a
petite but determined female. While
certainly female playersare notthe norm
in rugby football, a woman's presence
en the squad is welcomed by all the
members. It is hoped that enough inter-
est can be generated amongN<;>va's
female student population inorderthat a
competitive women's league will be
formed.
~ornen in ~gby? You,bet! Bet you
Jeffrey Sponder College, Warner Southern College, and
Palm Beach Atlantic College. With the
On Tuesday, February 16, the Nova victory over Palm Beach Atlantic Col- In October 1992 a group of Nova
University Knights basketball team put lege, the Knights assured themselves a students for.med a rugby football club.
their five-game winning streak on the post season bid in the District 7 play- The team IS coached by Frederick
line and traveled to play Palm Beach offs. "Frenchy" Barbera, a French national
AU.antic College. The Nova University has who was informed about th~ n~w team
Knights came away with a been led by Juno and wanted to volunteer his time and
90-87 victory. Armstrong Gary Bess knowiedgeofthegame.Dr.LarryBrandt,
Thevictoryassuredthe James Hill,' Reggie Jack: a well-known Nova professor, and Dr.
Knights of their first ever son Tom Dana and Tom Lynn Grow, an adjunct professor to
winning s~aso~.. This will Ca~inder. A'rmstrong Nova's Professional Management Pro-
be the Knights first ~ost- leads the team in scoring gram, serve as faculty sponsors to the
season appearance since by averaging 16.9 points club. ~II three men share a common
the 86-87 season, with pergame, while Gary Bess denominator: a love for the sport of
Sonny Hansley (now Head is averaging 16.0 points rugby.
Baseball Coach) at the Ft\ \ per game. Coa~h ~arbera's firs~ prio~it~ i~ to
helm. ~~ Head Coach Jim Michaels said have ~ winning season With no inJuries.
Thevictory raised theteam's record "some of the keys to our winning will b~ Practices should be fun ~hile affording
to 1~-11 on the year. They are 8-4 in the execution, cuttingdownon themistakes, the players an opportunity to learn theF'?n~a Sun Conference and 10-4 in and controlling the tempo of the game." game, ~tates Barb.era. .".
Dlstnct 7 pl~y. . . . Good luck to the Knights as they pre- In h.ght of the dlsapp~ln~lng lo.ss, the
The Knights are now riding a SIX- pare for the District 7 play-offs. coach IS extremely satisfied with the
game winning streak which has seen team's progress since the scrimmage.
them beat Edwa.ro Wat~rs College, Jeffrey Sponder will keep you posted Barbera's primary s~ort-term goal is to
Flagler College tWice, FlOrida Memorial bimonthly in his Sports Repart.~evelopaSCIuadthatlsaconstantthreat
_____________________"-----'-----.J to other teams 'in the Florida Rugby
Union to increase Nova's visibility in
both academic and rugby communities.
A second priority of the team is to
develop a broad base of support among
the students and faculty at Nova Univer-
sity. This objective is critical to the
success of the program. This will afford
the team an opportunity to establish
itself as a permanent and respected didn't know that the U.S.A. Women
o~ganization within the Nova commu- Eagles is the number-one ranked fe-
nlty. male rugby team in the world!
The Rugby Club also has big plans So whether you want to play or just
f~r the future. The squad is setting its share in the energy of the sport, come
Sights on a state title within three years out and become what the club believes
and in five years to join the ranksof the will soon be Nova's most visible athletic
rugby collegiate Top Twenty. This wilt activity. Check out our schedule ,and
be a considerable accomplishment, see what we mean.
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Tao of Pooh," the letter fror
Ice, and the poem offered I
Waites Lamm.
Dr. Stephen Feldman, ~
Nova University, provided ,
closure to the program, mak
ence to the university as a WI
ing from the personal nature
ceding presentations.
Dr. Jackson then keye,
through an instrumental ven
Beatles' 'With a Little Help," tl
the programwith the warm, fll
a song selected for its obviou
character.
The crowd slowly dispers
afternoon brightness of a coe
Spring day, perhaps gainl
C~j ength from a gatherin
Shulimson's friends and com
:MeITI.or
Cont'd from Covel
NOVA BOOKS AT
NOVA UNIVERSITY
@
INOVA BOOKS
NOW CARRIES SOF1WARE
FOR THE MACiNTOSH AT
UNBEATABLE
EDUCATIONAL PRICES!
, WORDPERFECT, WORD,
; [(CEL, LOTUS 123 AND
! ;'10RE! AND ASK ABOUT
,:PECIAL ORDERS FOR
; I)THER MAC TITLES FROM 1'---__
; CLARIS, HVPERGlOT, MICROSOFT & OTHERS!!
reader?
N: Well, I hope that Ihave provided them
with a small window to look into one
Witch's life, and that it has given them a
perspective that, perhaps, they did not
have before. As a result of that, I hope
that I, in my own minute way, have given
Ken Durham will be a featured colum-
nist in future issues ofThe Knight. Look
for his eye-opening overview of the ori-
gins of evil in issue 13, due to hit the
stands on March 1S!
" 111\ 'N' ,-" '·fT"iA"'c· ...E ,.!~ RC~·<f<NT~..IAl nUH I"+~!l.''''' 476 4"
,\;ihil 'L.:\ili'( 1\1 ~ : til" . '-.i)i; .1 D\o'U.iJU'lI\;lIj ~ 4
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8'30 AM-6:30 PM, SAT. 10 AM-l :3C
" rOt/I! ON-~~Ml'llSBOOKSTORE 81 Ma
t!
i;
l.. __~.__ --;;:;=;;;;;;;;;;====;=========:;;:;;;;;:;;;;~ 'b'_
N: Again, I imagine that the negative
Wicca and Paganism influenced by the
continued (for lack of a better term)
'outpouring' of misconceptions, and ste-
reotypical definitions, of those consid-
ered Fundamentalist?
K: Whew. I imagine that all the informa· Ir-~'~'"_H""_--~"~'N'_~_'_--­
tion you have supplied doesn't BEGIN I~a:~~:~ the sunace of Wicca Andll !\\At~ ATTAt~I(~
N: You're right. It would be very difficult' -
(not to mention lengthy!) for me to ex-
pound on my20+ years of experience in
one interview. And I am only one per-
son, with one perspective...who is con-
tinually learning newthings in my course
of study and practice.
35-2. Everyone hit the ball well during
those three games, and outfielder fJ IpX
Othon hit a grand slam.
The Knights traveled to Barry Uni-
versity, where they were defeated 4-2,
and then to Florida Institute of Technol-
t
f
I
•
•,
J.
ogy, where they lost 9-4. I';
The Knights play again on Monrlay. h
March 1 against Indiana Wesleyan at Iii
2:45 p.m. Starting on Monday, March 8, I,i
the Knights will have a 20-game II
homestand ending on April 1.
The Knights are ranked #18 in the
NAIA preseason poll and are 7-2 overal
with a 3-0 record in the district.
An In-Depth Interview
with a Solitary Wiccan
Confd from page 10Cont'd from page 14
Jeff Sponder will bring you all the Nova IK:.ln closing this i~terview, is there any-
sports news you can handle in upcom- thIng you would like to express to the
ing issues ofThe Knight.
game were third baseman Ed Mackie,
who has hit six home runs in eight games,
and outfielder Sean Dall, who hit his first
home run of the year. The Knights
raised their record to 6-2 by defeating
Eckerd College 5-3 and 12-7 on Febru-
ary 19 and 20..
Earlier this season, the Knights
swept three games from Northwood In-
stitute behind the pitching of Tommy
Lee (2-1), Donovan Todd· (3-0), and
Dennis Grants (1-0). They won those
three games by the combined score of
Shatas, freshman Nicole Cabaid, Chris-
tina Davis, and Kristi Marineau..
Lana is an outstanding student ath-
lete from Hialeah Miami Lakes High
School. .She was awarded Academic
All-American, All-District, and AlI-Con-
ference for her play on the women's
volleyball team. Hergoal for this season~~~~e~~M~e~n~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Nicole Cabaid is a new addition to "., h ' , i
the Lady Knights who hails from Califor- llnagme t at the negatIve Images perpetuated today stem from the middle
nia. Her goals include beating as many ages when Christian evangelism was even more vehement than today,
opponents as possible and improving . . I
her skills. Imag~s perpetuated today stem from some credibility to a much misunder-
Christina Davis is a first-year player. the. mIddle ages when Christian evan- stood and maligned subject. Wise and
Her goals include working hard on her gehsm was even more vehement than blessed be to all.
game, as well as in the classroom. today.
Finally, Kristi Marineau begins her Anyone who persisted in following
first year of tennis with the goals of ~hat did not conform to what was con-
increasing the level of her game, as well sl~ered the "norm" was branded a her-
as her GPA. etlc by the Church. Yes, I think tha~ the
This year's team is much stronger general public today, fueled by FUllda-
than last year's and with the combina- mentalistillspiredandtelevisionindLced
tion of returning players and new play- fear, continues to accept ~he L:nfc rou·
ers, the team should er.j(,j a great sea- ~ate stereotypes as fact instead of the
.c::nn lies they are.
The team hasplayed seven matches
and are currently 3-4. Their victories
came against St. Thomas twice and
Flagler College. The team won a share
of the conference title. At the Confer-
ence tournament the team won two
matches.
The tennis team plays again on
March 17at 3:00pm. Their home games
are played in Pembroke Pines.
With the combination of returners
and freshmen the team should continue
winning and finish way above .500.
Tennis Team
Shows Potential
Nova Baseball Shines in Tampa
Cont'd from page 14
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Catch Ken Cook'si
INCRIMINATING FANTASY I
L
Dr. Bernard Mulvey Tom Selleck
gJ. aBed uo l:J3MOd aas
Baseball on a
Roll: 11 Wins
in a ROlV!
Afterthe Knights' disappointing road
trip to the University of North Florida,
where they lost two games, they re-
turned home for a long homestand. The
homestand started on Monday, March
8.
On March 8, the Knights showed no
mercy by beating Mercy College 13-3.
AI McNulty threw a complete game to
raise his record to 2-1 on the year.
The hitting attack was paced by
Peter Retzko, who went 3 for 3 with a
homerun and a double. Also contribut-
ing in the Mercy game was Scott Rich-
Jeffrey Sponder
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The joyful holiday of Easter is just
around the corner. It's a holiday which
brings smiles to the lips of children,
parents, grandparents, and just about
everyone. A bountiful amount of lore
and symbolism surrounds this festive
day, one of Christianity's most sacred.
Easter is the Christian festival com-
memorating the resurrection of Christ.
This symbolic day has blended since
the earliest days of Christianity with
Pagan rites for the renewed season.
Simply put, Easter is a remnant of a
Pagan celebration for the renewed sea-
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See NUTS on page 15
"Green Eggs & Hamlet" must defi-
nitely be hailed as an outstanding pro-
duction overall by our very own, very
fresh NUTS, the Nova University The-
atre Society. This writer was so im-
pressed that it was almost impossible to
avoid this unsolicited critique.
When one attends a debut perfor-
mance of any group, the first inclination
is to become very patronizing and say
I'm here to give my support and encour-
agement. This turned out to be a pleas-
ant surprise. Not only was it good the-
ater, but it is safe to say that the audi-
Serving t:he Nova Universi1:y COIn.In.unit:y
Dr. Barbara Brodman TAT~~~ 1:::.h.~~ Dr. Steven-Alford
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Russell Splain
Why We DO, Need CORE Classes
The 'Difference Between College and Technical School
there is a BIG difference. school?" Why get a college education,
From the few CORE classes I have when all she wants is training?
If ever an article cried out for a taken, Ihavediscovered interestingcon- I spent eight years in the building
response,SylviaJackson'sarticle, "Why cepts pertaining to gender roles, cul- and construction trades. I worked with
Core Classes," The Knight, Vol.3, cries tures, philosophies, racism, and litera- skilled craftsmen who excelled at their
long into the night for one. Apparently, ture. work and profited from their skill. They
someone thought mandatory CORE However, I am a computer science knew their work COLD, they were well-
classes would be a benefit to hereduca- major. The livelyclash of ideascommon trained, but what else did they know? I
tion, and was mean enough to forc~ her to these classes sometimes cuts to per- found that many well trained people
to take them. They say a little knowl- sonar revelations for many students. such as these were unable to discuss a
edge is a dangerous thing, but perhaps When people have been exposed wide variety of issues in depth, because
not when it is blunt, as Ms. Jackson's to a variety of thought and expression, they had minimal education.
understanding of a college education they become better enabled to interpret The level of conversation I had with
seems to be. the world around them, and develop such people often descended to judg-
As an older undergrad student, 1 mature s.enses of personal and public ment and opinion rather than enlighten-
know every once in a while students responsil\lility. Has anyone explained ing and insightful exchanges, all be-
need to have the education process this to Sylvia? Has she thought to pose cause they had not been trained to chal-
defined and ex- lengetheirmindsor
plained to the~. Why get a !,pollege education considera~e,"!,ative
Students need thiS, _..~ _. _' ways of thinking.
as any ship needs when all S.-r wants IS training? One valid point
course corrections Ms. Jackson does
to keep it heading toward its proper thequestio~,andseriouslycontemplate make isthatCOREclassesusuallyaren't
destination. the long-term implications of the an- transferable, making one think twice
Lest you think I am about to indulge swer, before rushing to such premature beforechangingcolleges. This fact may
in academically patronizing Ms. Jack- judgement? be construed in a positive light if the
son, she did ask why and here is her In Ms. Jackson's article, she states individual choose to do so. Here's
answer: that CORE classes are a waste of time. how: what we've Ie ned in these CORE
College is a multifaceted and multi- The reasons behind this mature and classes, no one n ever take away
dimensional experience. Itsdesign usu- well reasoned judgement are listed as from us.
ally incorporates the goal ofcreating follows: COREclasseslackcredittrans- We may forget details, but we will
well-rounded, creative-thinking individu- ferability, seem a redundant exercise of remember the lessons. If the money
als, regardless of specialty majors. The high school work, and are irrelevant to spent on these classes provides les-
individual who graduates from college one's major. sons we can incorporate into our lives, it
with no exposure to art, literature, phi- Ms. Jackson adds that technical is money wisely spent, no matter where
Iosophy, orworld culture cannot claim to schools allow students to focus more we attend college. School is not meant
be an educated person. He or she may narrowly on their majors, prompting one to last, but that which it builds insideyou,
have been trained, but not educated, to ask, "Why Clidn't she go to a technical is.
Who Really
are the No-Shows
at the
Big Show?
Trevor P. Davis
In the February 15, 1993, issue of
The Knight, there was an article written
by Harry McCumber entitled "Once
Again-No Shows at the Big Show." This
article is supposedly a review of Super
Bowl XXVII, but it is more like another
article that enabled a Miami Dolphin fan
to make unsupportedclaims against the
Buffalo Bills. Forthoseofyou whodo not
know, the Buffalo Bills lost their third
Super Bowl in a row on January 31,
1993 to the Dallas Cowboys.
First of all, I would like to state that
when Mr. McCumber decided to write
this review, or attempt to write a review
of the game, he should haveclarified his
facts and not made claims he could not
provide evidence to support.
Mr. McCumber wrote in his article,
"Momentum carried the Dallas defense
from this pointon as it forced Buffalo into
eight fumbles and a couple of intercep-
tions."
He is right, Buffalo did fumble the
ball eight times, but only lost five of
those eight fumbles. The Bills did not
See BUFFALO on facing page
~ ... igh"t: S"t:aff Letter and Editorial Policy
The Knight is a bimonthly publica-
tion. All University members are en-
couraged to submit advertisements,
art, articles, bulletins, editorials, fiction,
personals, photography, poetry, story
ideas, or suggestions.
The Knight office is lOCated at the
main campus of Nova University, Fort
Lauderdale, on the second floor of the
Edwin and Esther Rosenthal Student
Center, room 208.
You may telephone The Knight at
(305) 452-1553, any time.
Layout Editor, Jason E. Domasky
Business Manager, JOEL E. NAIT
Senior Advisor, Christine E. Jackson
Editor in Chief, Kimber E. Sharp
Associate Editor, George Orwell
Assistant Associate Egdorf Tracy E. Froebel
Club Liaison, Zareefa E. Khan
Sports Editor, Jeffrey E. Sponder
Quotation Collector, Kim E. Dinkel
Metaphysical Consultant, KenE. Durham
Persons who do not wish to have
their namespublished should include
this request with their letter.
The editors will review this re-
quest and determine if printing the
author's name will infringe on their
right to privacy while respecting their
right to be heard.
If the Knight staff decides the
name should not be withheld, The
Knight reserves the right to print the
letter in its entiretyI crediting theorigi-
nal author.
The Knight reserves the right to
edit any correspondence selected for
publication.
The opinions reflected in The
Knight do not speak for the Nova Uni-
versity administration, staff, or faculty.
Letters must be typed and signed..
Anonymous letters will not be consid-
ered for publication.
The Knight staff reserves the right
to edit or to exclude any submitted
materials at the Knight staffs discre-
tion.
Every individual speaks for him or
herself. The Knight is not responsible
foropinionsofpersons associated with
this publication.
Matt Simring
Ken Cook
Harry McCumber
Terence Bethel
Beverly Widder
.Trevor Davis
Russell Splain
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To Plagiarize or Not To Plagiarize... PRAISE Buffalo
Th - h Q t- ? . FROkr TILE I DOESN'T_____...8;"",.",,;.t IS t e ues Ion. OCEAN S· k"uc _
Cont'd from facing page
Bonnie Pastor
Oceanographic Center
Thanks,
Thank you very
much for publishing
our flyer of new,
upcoming classes in
The Knight. It
looked great. I
will send the next
one that comes out
too, in case you
have space.
Dear Editor:
See SLEEPING on page 19
selves at celebrities, and professional
athletes are thought of as celebrities.
Why is it that when women are pro-
miscuous they are called "sluts," but
when men have numerous sexual part-
ners they are deemed "macho" and con-
sidered a hero among the male popula-
tion?
Magic Johnson, the greatest bas-
ketball player ever, fell into this trap and
got hurt. If I could, I would love to ask
him one question: did he ever think that
bysleeping withovera thousand women
he would become HIV positive? His
answer more than likely would be "no."
Numerous professional athletes
think they are invincible, that nothing
and no one can touch them. Magic
found out the hard way. I remember the
shock that I received when he told the
world that he had contracted the HIV
virus. I, like him, believed that nothing
like that could possibly ever happen to a
celebrity of his stature, but apparently it
did.
Magic Johnson! Is he a hero or a
fool?
Magic Johnson is HIV positive. He
accomplished this feat by sleepingwith
over one thousand women in his life-
time. I guess that should be something
to be proud of, since I do not even think
that I have met a thousand women.
The answer to that question: Magic
Johnson is definitely a fool!
I cannot believe people still look at
Magic Johnson as a hero off the bas-
ketball court. On the basketball court,
hewasa legend, a hero and role model
to both the young and the old. Magic
was their hero and many thought of
him as a basketball God.
While he was off the court, he led
the lifestyle that many professional,
single athletes live. This lifestyle is a
rich, fast-paced one with many bumps
along the way. Most professional ath-
letes are very wealthy and are con-
stantly on the road.
Women continually throw them-
Jeffrey Sponder
chances of being caught (10%? 50%?),
about how you will feel if your instructor
confronts you with your plagiarism, or
about how being caught would affect
your grade in the course, your reputa-
tion, your self-esteem, and the likeli-
hood of obtaining a good instructor's
recommendation for graduate school or
a job.
4. Don't allowyourself to think about the
3. To avoid becoming nervous, don't
read the authorship certificate that you
sign and attach to your paper.
5490
5598
$449Round Trip
•One Datran Center, #3209100 So. Dade/and BIV~ Miami
305-670-'161
Call Now
Successful plagiarisl71 requires
considerable time and JNork.
LONDON
PARIS
RIO 5599
BUENOS AIRES 5599
Fares are from Miami, round trips.Taxes and
surcharges not included.
Fares subject to change.
Pick up the FREE 2nd edition of
"Student Travels·· magazine!
throw "a couple of interceptions" as he
puts it, rather Buffalo threw four inter-
ceptions. The Bills turned the ban over
to the Cowboys nine times, not ten as
Mr. McCumber stated.
The authorofthisarticle alsoclaims,
"Dolfans should be happy in that many
Buffalo players want out of the Bills'
organization."
If the author chooses to make these
claims, I, along with the readers of this
article, would like to know where he got
this information that Bills' players want
out of the organization. I would like to
know how he supports this claim.
I would also like to address a few
more unsupported statements made in
the article written by an "Avid Dolfan."
Mr. McCumber makes the claim,
"As for the Bills, they will continue to be
known asthe no-showsat the big show."
The fact is Buffalo is not a "no-show
i • , at .the big show" as Mr. McCumberMagIc Johnson. clal~~eMiamiDOIP~inSandeVeryOI~er
team in the American Football Confer-
H: F I? ence (AFC) over the past three seasonsero or 00 have been no-shows at the Super Bowl.• Over the past three football seasons
Buffalo has been the best team in the
AFC, and will continue to be the reigning
AFC champions until the next Super
Bowl. Buffalo did show up for the big
show; unfortunately, they did not win.
I want to clarify that Iam not trying to
bash Mr. McCumber personally or the
Miami Dolphins in any way. Just one
time I would like to read an article ?bout
the Buffalo Bills written by a Miami Dol-
phin fan in which the author gives some
support to back up the claims he or she
makes about the Bills.
Mr. McCumberstates, "Foravidfans
who will be at next year's Miami-Buffalo
game, there will be no greaterjoy than to
remind them of the Super Bowl."
Why would Dolphin fans mock the
Bills for getting to a game that Miami and
every other AFC team tried to get in but
failed? Regardless of whether the Bills
lostor not, they accomplished a feat that
no otherAFC team has accomplished in
three years, winning the American Foot-
ball Conference.
In responsetoMr. McCumber's con-
c1uding remark, "BUFFALO SUCKS!",
don't forget who beat the Dolphins in the
AFC play-offs this past season.
2. Overcome the distraction of guilt by
convincing yourself you wouldn't learn
anything if you wrote the paperyourself,
there is nothing wrong with plagiarizing,
and there is simply no alternative.
leave tell-tale signs of plagiarism that
are as damning as fingerprints on a
murder weapon.
Many students who plagiarize papers don't know how to do it well. I'd like to
offer some suggestions:
1. Start early. Successful plagiarism
requires considerable time and work,
often as much as actually writing the
paper! If you decide to plagiarize a
paper the night before it is due, you may
John Malouff
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. dess Ostara,who gave the name "Eas- wouldtend to ~fcJc>ff r.()a.ttling at'1i
t~ by way otO~em.M~"ifli9tall;,of l>oth vegetative$n~~rnivorousJ'
~Papll'rites ,for this festival have $omemay,say'ihatEasterls
'be~n inootporatedintotheChrystian ChrJstian:celeqratio/iQfTHE rest
.hOliday.'. " , ..... '...•• "'... ' ... ' , tionofChrist.·Ia.Skth~tthese indivit
TherSbbit, .that.,.cute, •. Iong,;eared stepbackandviewooth"the celeb,
,bare; envisioned hopping down the' of therenewed~$Ohandthe r~
bunny trail, isth~e~Qrtpf O~ra. .A rectiofl,Jromt~same angle.
fertility symbol since ancienttimes. it . Whatistllf:)cel~ratiOnOfthert
bringschildrencandyandeggs.:'sitany raction? Of Spring? .•.·1'11 give yOl
wOndertherabbitbe~meaSYlflt>oJ of answer: thecf:)lebrati()fl oUhe resu
fertility? The rabbit,inand ofitselfjis a tion is theceleJ;!rating9ftherenewe
fertile creature. . . ". . .. of Christ; the celebrattQnofSpring i:
. .The ne~, mostvvell"kn()~n of celebratingof.tlle~ewedlife of
'.. . Easter'ssymbols is the Egg. Thissimplethi!1g~;> .' .••. •.•... ...,,;;.,Thedayconti~uesamIdr-oundsandlittleobject, fragile in a!J£l9fitselt~ho/ds .'. ]1't~reis:.to<>stro.rjgi;Qrrel~tion
.breaks: ...•.•Thefa~hf~IJrt0t~~rsof~,th,e att;>nofSYrrlbology; hRWever, thernc>~ '. tweenthes~tw0festlveoccaslons:
elementary scnoptassassinS dutifully common is fertility; Eggswere,at\ti are,. ply todivorgf:):tbe~lebration Of
care for the needs oftheir darlings. . .'. .••••.. .'<. '" ,J
Once every leapyearone ofth~ kiddies . .'. . ,:; , ' '.. . ..• tho .. .', .............•. .·-':th·.·' •l~s~agamef . '.' ...•. ." .... '. ." < .. ·Otberrit~s,not9ftendoneIn ·.'S ~g,?art1 roasting ....• .eperel
The length of the toulflament day n;allamb(sacr;fic~d), ~ures, an~li9ht;lJgl'J,!tir~,lJtclawn
and the sheer conc~ntratedJhough.t- ". '. .•... '•.. '. . •... '.' .' . .' '.' , •.. .. .
energY8JCpendedthro,ughoutbeginto hidden forchildren.tosearchout~ .... ;.'. resurrectionfromthat ofSpring. Sp
take their tolls on t~e players,a?dJh~ . . .Inone game, twochildreneachho!~" feStiv~ies.cf:)rtaiflJy.pre-date. th~ ct
cro.wd eventually thi."s<';J,Jt.TheW1JlQ~rs"()f}t!f'eggin·handictt\d~shth~rnto~'iianlestivityby manyayear-thinkat
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one else leaves, somemuttermg,lbad first Joses theirs to the opposing .friend.
him, but I lost on time!"
. MosUolks win a few and loseafew,
but even those who lost had fun and will
return. Tournament chess can weary
the body, wipe out the mind; and·lighten
the wallet, buf the question, Did you
have fun?,. has been answered.
Wheelchair, playing one Ofthedastan:lly.
ten-yearo/ds. I pityhim! I'm playing a
middle-aged businessman' who is .out
. fOradayoffun. I'llgive himaheadache
before he's through!
. In the silence that fills the room: a
five-year..old cries oUt "Checkl,"inap-
propriately announcing to aRth~Uhf:)b.as
drawn first blooc': His 9pponenthides
his irritation sheepiShly; it·s bad enough
to be losing to a kid. .
Soon,thefirst'wOnd is. over. The
cliques that formed earli~r rejoin and
extend their mernt:>erships. E\leryon~
shares. the cornmon bona" of '., having
sweated through the openingrouhd,
and games are loudly discuss~.
.J
These murderoListhugs usually take
·the shape of12~yearold boys.
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PlayingiChQsswitnhlhe,Perellolal/Lam
€HIE,eKM:AXE!Pa~
SweatiDg'.Throng'rtheOnening.Romid/8~Rn.
.' , .' . . f '. . 'Cont'dfromcover
Ru~el/.SpJain
On one Saturday Of each month; 60
t070-0ddpersoris get. togetheiin' the
$onken bUildingh~re at Nova; to beat
each other into subrTrissiOn. The objec-
tive? TobErtha bestin the gameofskill.
Unlike other competitive sports, the 00-
ject of chess is to oUt-think and out-
visualize youroppOnent.
The trappings of fhi,s event may
seem a little odd,but in noway are they.
remarkable. Scoresofpeople mill about
in the cafeteria wherethe tournamentis
held. They. exchange greetings and
form cliques, bUt oiherwise look tense
and much too serious. These are the
chess players.
MO$t·of these odd fellows are.male
since tournament chess seems to at-
tract mostly the male population~ There
are; however, several women present,
and itpassel of kids, ranging from 5 or6 .
years old to teenagers of varying ages.
The'children are unnaturally quiet and
serious. The parents' faces are fraught
withconcem, as if there might be-a
human sacrifice today, with their little
one being the Sacrificial Iamb. ."
This is the day the chess player
lives for! It begins assll evilbegins'-in
confusion. Asthe playerSshiJffle about,
waiting for the' pairings· to be' posted,
they eye the competitioncritically.Ev-
eryone knows there are assassins lurk-
ing abOut! These murderous thugs usu-
ally take the shape of12-yearoldboys,
very calm and quiet, though lethal as . ""',...,
opponents.
In the.ir s.pare t1me,the.se· boys dO. . - (}(t)..a..'.00.. 1:b.'~.'. ALL PET CARE
little else but plot and scheme, practice ...P:~~. _
and study, and pIa.. y-'.,p.Ia.y-play u.ntilth.ey .~.~.".~..•.•. ". . .....•,.~ •.' 2251S•.UnIv....., Dr. . ..4.76-6:6'0.6 ..have honed their murderous talent for ' OIIv", FL 24 Hourch~ssintoawicke~weaponofwar.Orie ..~,. •.' .". . 28=-'==~ EmergellCyServtce
qUickly learnsth~lr names andf~c~s, Dr. Andn:,,:M.Ncwman,DVM I .Early Dropoff and late Pick-Up Available I
andbreathes eas,erwhen,the POSSibility ~ - - - - _..,.....,... -, - __ - ..;... _ r I...!..!.. _ .2'_
of being paired against theselittJernon- . • FREE " 200kDISCOUNT . Q
sters has passed.. . m'II•• Ex.m (Reg. $22) . lORA/IT.......,.. I. 10 ~ OFF
Soonthepairingsareposted~nthe . .. . include.: . I Inc'....: I On All Pet Food
wall, and the players hunt for their as- :«::i:=:~=; .ce::"'u:.: I· ·AI v.....{Ela:IulICng ......T")I 'S .. .
signed tables. A Jewish man is playing ." .' . Re-,=~~"'f. I ..~swo-y I From clence Diet
a blackfello..wan.dan I.rish-Iook.in.9kid is IIIdlcetlon, V_In!d!ona•. Eonergency. c:.a.. I ........ (ObaamItlon) . I
' DlagnMUc T....
playing a Ce?t~l~me~ca~. S~b:~S of __ ~Coupon ...... ..1 ~CoupoIt._ ::~ -:- L WIlhCoupolt. _
most ~f Flonda s thOlc 9 ~up . be n. flllClent tnd .n)' n'h., ' ......11 , ••,,,,, ,," ,.)'n.," .... , 'Ig/II'o ,efu.. 'n ,.)',Ge"... ,..,....... IN I........n ,," '..yn.... '''' Ml'....yn-.rllcrr...,. .
found," the room.·· Theresa guy 10 a .......... orItNImenCwhIch'.perforlMd 8IIlIoftnd 72huur.of'npondlnglo.......--..'orc er.. dl-..nllHl ..or'.......... _ ...
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Separated at Birth?
Dr. Stuart Horn Jerry Garcia
Dr. Lester Lindley liD-FENS"
Dr. Christine Jackson Janis Joplin
In a celebration of the very··fust pro-
claimed Earth Day, which is to be cel-
ebrated on the 22nd of April. the Quote .
Corner offers these quotes for the rites of
Spring:
For every man the world is as fresh as
it was at the first day, and as full· of
untoJd novelties for him who has the·
eyes to see them.
- Thomas HenryHuxley, AUberalEducation
In nature there are neither rewards not
punishments; there are onlY conse-
quences.
-Robert B; Ingersoll
The poetry of the earth is never dead~
-JohnKeats, On The Grasshopperandthe Cricket
To see a World in a Grain of sand
And aHeaven in a Wild Rower,
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
And Eternity in an hour.
-WilliamBlake, AuguriesofInnocence
When we getoutof the glass bottleofour ego,
and when we escape Ike.$kJrriJg in]he cages 01 ourpersooai~
and get into the forests again '
we shall shiver with cold and fright
but things will happen to us
so that we don't know ourselves
cool, unlying life will rush in
andpassion will makeourbodies tautwith power,
we shall stamp our feet with -new power
and old things will fall down,
we shall laugh, and instnulions will curl up like burnt paper
. -D.H.Lawrence .
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i#l·are:eligffil(t{Qparricipatefi,'t"theGM.College Grad Program,
. testd"rive any ChelTolet,C:lievy Tmck. (;t'o or GMC Truck.
You'll love the expt'rience alld receive your choict' ofa It'ather.
po.rtfolio, elt'ctronic data bank or compact disc with our compliment..,
while supplies last.
(Offer Expires April 30, 1994)
1·800·964·GRAD
Financing Options That Are Right For You!
Once you've selected your car or tmck, GMAC makes it easy to find
the financing option that's right for you... from traditional purchase to
SMARTLEASE'~by GMAC or our newest option, (;MAC SMARTBl~Y;'"
Participate Todayf
To receive your $500 certificate, details on receiving
your free gifi for taking a tt'st drive, and other
program information, please call:
lioo
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I
I
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See your participating Chevrolet, Chevrolet Truck; Geo or GMC Truck dealer for qualification details.
REWARDYOURSELFi TheKnight's
Join GM'sGraduatioriCelebration! Earth-HapPy
.~·· _.~o
.....- ;:'", : .
".; ,":"'.
,', .. ' ..: ... ,.......
If you are about to graduate, have recently graduated from a twO-or
four-year college, or are a gradllate student, you may qualif)'! You can
receive a $500 certificate good toward any new Che\Tolet, Che\.'y Truck,
Geo or GMC Tmck purchased or leased from a participating dealer, if '
you qualif)' and finance through GMAC. Best ofall, this special discount
is available ill addition to most other rebates and incentives.
Graduates Get $500 Off From GM!
Congratulations Graduates!
You've worked hard, accomplished your. goals and earned your diploma.
Now it's time to get ready for the OM College Grad Program. It's a
great time to "Get to Know Geo," "Feel the Heartbeat ofAmerica," or
"Discover the Strength of Experience."
i ::::>c:_ ..
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when you need us most...
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down the street...
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UNIQUE GRAPHIC PRODUCTION
1 April
Visit the exciting, new full-service
CIInright for all your copying and printing
needs.
We're just minutes away with all services
under one roof, which means we will have
your job ready when-you need it. Our staff is
knowledgeable, friendly and ready to serve
you now with the latest in technology. And
best of all, we're Open 7 Days a Week, when
you need us most.
We're here because you're here. Stop by
soon and see all the reasons why COPYright
is the place for you.
• Self Serve Copies
• Canon Color Laser Copies
• Hi Speed Electronic Printing
• Traditional Offset Printing
• Self Serve Computers
• Jumbo 18" x 24" Copies
• Complete Typesetting Service
• In-House Creative Art Department
• Full Color T-Shirt Transfers
• Laser Plotted Banners
• Complete Bindery Service
• Laminating and Mounting
And Much, Much More!
Open 7 Days
When You Need Us Most!
Monday· Friday
8:00 AM to 10:00 PM
Saturday & Sunday
9:00 AM to 6: PM
UJ
> S.A. 84
IlS
•
I-
Ci.i
a:
UJ
>
Z
:::l NOVADA.
~!rxr!ght~
UNIQUE GRAPHIC PRODUCTION
2255 S. University Drive
Davie Near Mr. Laff's
472-COPY. FAX: 472-3269
~~__ ~ ~~. ~_~c=====~~~~----------- _
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Ballooning Earth Mothers
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS AVAILABLE FOR
RESERVATION SALES AGENTS
"untitled"
Poetry by Jamie Peabody
I stand alone, watching you move with grace,
You pass with an intense stare,
I can see an eternity in your eyes.
The sun blinks through your blankets,
Moving swiftly past on wings,
Brilliantly white, delicate.
"The Mysterious Wind"
HER balloon,
Drifting above the trees,'
Soaring aimlessly,
Watching her dreams sail away.
And a face aglow with love for
The balloon. .
A child with an open hand,
Sadly turns and watches
Poetry by Donna Shaban
With a clenched fist,
A smiling child
Hair blowing wildly in the wind,
COME SEE WHAT ALAMO HAS TO OFFER YOU!
OPPORTUNITY FOR CAREER ADVANCffiIIENT
FULL & PART TIME POSmONS AVAILABlE
FLEXIBlE HOURS TO SCHOOL SCHEDUIE
PERMANENT & SUM~ lEMPORARY POSmONS AVAILABlE
EXCELlENT BENEFtI' PACKAGE INCLUDING MEDICAL,
DENTAL, VISION, AND 401K
PAID TRAINING
BONUS INCENTIVE PROGRAM
Your breath caresses my body,
Feeling it tenderly upon my neck,
Curling, rushing past my ears,
Filling my nose with smells of being.
You touch me with intimacy,
Peeling my soul from serenity,
I quiver at the touch of your fingers,
For none can love me more.
Your tears chill my skin, but I shed that skin,
For they fill me with life,
Cold, persistent, they come.
The sun shines on you, warming your skin,
Dancing for the brilliant sun;
You live eternally with it,
You love it, as I love you.
I long for once to touch your skin,
To feel the curves and lines,
To know every feature on your body.
To caress your figure, such as you've
caressed mine,
And to love you as you love me.
Mother Earth, I love, and feel for thee.
In your happiness, you give me life,
In ours, we take it from you.
Mr. Joel E. Natt
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EOUAL OPPORWNTIY EMPLOYER
EXCELLENT CANIDATES WILL HAVE THE FOLLOWING:
* PROFESSIONAL 1EIEPHONESKIIIS *
* AVAILABlE TO WORK EVENINGS, WEEKENDS, AND HOLIDAYS *
* EXCELlENT CUSTOMER SERVICE SKILLS *
* POSmVEATIII'UDE *
....
The fateful arrival of Matti
charges Ethan with new hope tt
can salvage his life. Ethan is in
truly in love for the first time. Et
marriage to Zeena is one born of n
sity, a marriage to escape the lonel
of another Starkfield winter, and a
certain, unkind, uncaring world.
marriage, chosen to avoid these til
only aggravates his unhappiness.
You cannot win if the world is
ferent to your presence. No cor
This desire for some companions~
the Starkfield winters destroys any I
for Ethan when love does come al
But, if not for his marriage to Ze
and Bumper Sticker Philosoph
Matt Simring
That is the way of the man·
who first dreamed of a train ride.
On second thoughts,
there is really another way
our man can ride his train.
The way of the lone man
sitting at the engine room controls;
p\Jshing and pulling all the levers
that will make the train
go, fly, and stop.
The way of the man
forever on the lookout for newer beauties,
forever searching for fuller truths,
forever dreaming for more just realities.
sees what Lowry must contend with
when not in the classroom: a formless Ethan Frome, by Edith Wharton, is a
place of night without day, of strange tragic tale of the frustration of life in an
figures out of time, of graves and cold- all-tao-real setting. The story conveys
blooded murder. that the Earth and its elements function
The world Professor James Lowry with complete disregard and total indif-
enters is one of the most terrifying in the ference to man's presence, hopes,
whole, long catalogue of horror fiction. dreams, and desires. The story reveals
Stephen King says, "If you're not the hollowness of desperateproportions.
averse to a case of the cold chills-a Ethan Frome is a Naturalistic novel:
rather bad one-and you've never read each character's story, the setting, the
FEAR, I urge you to do so...This is one plot, all elements of the story and how
of the really, really good ones." they blend together, describe the world
Iwhere nothing can be planned and one'sFinish it and you'll probably keep a life is random and uncontrollable. Dur-
closer eye on your professor. For both
ofyou.
into the night: "Bats are bats and rats
are rats and cats are hats and there is no
soup deep enough to drown."
Few of his students notice the odd
message scrawled across his black-
board: "You are the entity."
No one considers it strange when
he impulsively flings an eraser across
the room.
And~espite the tell-tale signs of
things gone menacingly awry-no one
The Mind of the
Haunted Professor
Or, he can sit sideways.
A mask painted over his face.
A blank wall
greeting his dull stare.
[The universe ,is indifferen
_ ] II anel &&Shit Happens."
I. • " .•• " ~
• • · TraIn RIde ing the 1980's a bumper sticker ap- Mattie W.OUld never have come ale
peared which remarkably expresses the The world does not function in plan
. ., Inaturalistic theory and the tragedy of stages; it just functions.
Poetry by Gaetano Beyon? hiS shoulders a picture Window this novel: "Shit Happens." Ethan's and Mattie's love for e
reflecting wonders I Ethan Frome isa man living a life of other is the most powerful force in
that for him, his unknowing self, unhappiness and boredom, married to a story; it is the story. In this love
never truly were, woman he does not want, and in love through it) the naturalistic concepts c
nor may they ever be again. with a girl he cannot have. His ambitions cerning the world are most strongly
to go to college and become an engi- vealed. It takes a love story to tell
neer are reduced to a dream, his identity world about this indifferent univer
fades with every passing winter. He Ethan and Mattie want to forget abl
lives a life he never wanted and tries in the world and run off to be together; j,
vain to escape: "Shit Happens." being together is enough.
Similarly, both Mattie and Zeena The notion that two people who 10
are women whose lives appear to each other can find happiness and ~
progress by pure chance, without the lace in this world is destroyed. Love c
catalyst of desire. They are led to hide reality for a while, but the love jt
Starkfield and to the life of desolation creates a temporary veil. Love cann
that awaits. In fact, tragedy and destitu- function to create happiness any mo
tion are responsible for their arrival, and than any other of man's emotions
these aspects seem to dominate their efforts. The universe is indifferentar
lives. In an indifferent and hostile uni- "Shit Happens."
verse, it is hard to escape these things,
if in fact we can escape them at all, "Shit
Happens!" See SUICIDE on facing pagl
There are three ways
Man can ride the Train of Life:
He can sit looking forward
and see the immensity of sights ahead,
and cherish the pleasure of
the expectation of things yet to come.
He can sit looking backward
and experience from afar
the sight of passing stars.
Feel the tears and sadness
of beauty he never knew was there before,
beauty that forever gone will be.
He will sorrow for the memories
of the way things might have been.
writing a paper for publication?
James Lowry, professor of ethnol-
ogy at Atworthy College, does just that-
and his life, abruptly, becomes a garish,
gory nightmare.
The protagonist of L. Ron Hubbard's
mesmerizing horror novel, "FEAR,"
Lowry writes a paper harshly refuting
the existence of devils and demons.
After paying a subsequent visit to a
fellow professorhe discovers, with fright-
ening suddenness, that he has lost four
hours of his life. And his hat.
Later, the stairway to his house trans-
forms into an endless passage into the
bowels of the earth, where apparitions
breathe strange, alliterative messages
Stephen King says~ &&This is one
of the really~reallygood ones. "
Has your professor been acting at
all peculiar lately? Does this normally
logical lecturer suddenly grip the desk
while talking about a subject-say, a
subject like devils and demons? Have
you spotted any mysterious messages
on the blackboard? Or heard any cryptic
allusions to hats, or cats, or bats?
More ominously, is your professor
Beverly Widder
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Haunting the Bumper Sticke]
i I No Contest: Ethan Fron
Poetry by Sandi Khani
_"Outof My Head'~
Poetry by Donna Shaban
The pounding hearts beat fiercely
Adrenaline is flowing rapidly
Muscles loose and limber
Fast steady breathing
The body physically ready
The brain, mentally.
The trees without leaves
A cool fall morning
The best in years
Sunshine beaming down
Reminding us how wonderful it is,
To be alive!
Poetry by Gaetano
A wave is born.
Far away, a barely suggested
swelling raises gently,
ever so silent~
It nears the shore.
Its tentative mood
hardly daring
to hint a gaze ahead.
Carried by the force
of its own fare,
its energy finally cracks
the ripe seed
of perpetual self.
Joyous expectations
seem to encourage its proud,
rolling steps.
It races towards
a more caring embrace,
while its ever louder,
roaring spirits adorn
its dancing mood with
a hundred graceful pirouettes.
Still ahead,
its immobile other self, itsshore,
still dreaming
.a thousand centuries sleep,
awakening to the nearing
chatter, kisses and hugs,
lies still and still alone!
A wave is gone!
until I cease to be alive!
You're the one,
that I trust with my car
when I'm too drunk to drive!
Alas! This wave's
advancing caress
is spent and done!
A heart's wish is lifeless!
The film "Ethan Frome" will hit
theaters soon, starring Liam
Neeson and Patricia Arquette
(Miramax).
a clear head and heart (which Ethan
does not possess) because you fall into
the conscious trap and the circle of your
life begins again.
Ethan swerves, causing Mattie and
him to be crippled. A caring universe
might have been more sensitive, might
have let them die. Then again, a caring
universe would have let Ethan escape
and formulate his own life to begin with.
The life of a beautiful young girl (Mattie)
was destroyed, and Ethan resumed the
same existence a little less whole. Ironi-
cally, Zeena finds strength and a pur-
pose in their tragedy.
This story is one tragic irony after
another. The irony serves as a lesson to
us all that we live in an indifferent uni-
verse and "SHIT HAPPENS."
Naturalistic Suicide
Continued from facing page
All humans share one trait:
an inherent desire to live and sur-
vive. Whether, as individuals, we
are aware of our Naturalistic sur-
roundings orunaware, we struggle
on. Many of us might consider
suicide, but we realize how final it
is and there is that eminent feel-
ing that things could change, and
w~ would miss something if we
committed the act.
When Ethan and Mattie de-
cide to kill themselves, it is out of
desperation, not out of a true de-
sire to end their lives. Just be-
cause one intends to kill himself .
and it is one's final act, that does
not mean life will work out cor-
rectly.
We live in an indifferent uni-
verse, from which one cannot es-
cape. You cannot escape without
Poetry by Donna Shaban
You will always
be my friend,
At first, only the hinting
of a whisper,
a crest of engulfing pride
steadily advances
to meet its love,
languid laying sands, up ahead.
MAGAZINE
I left to wander through my trance,
On steeds of white I often prance.
I dive with dolphins in the sea,
And sing with birds high in a tree.
MOHICANS DRACULA
Based on.•• cloying 1826 potboiler cloying 1897 potboiler
Hero With a Hippie Haircut Hawkeye the Deerslayer Vlad the Impaler
Doe-Eyed Heroine in Cora (Madeline Stowe) Mina (Winona Ryder)Overstuffed Bustier
Heroine Falls for•.. hero with a hippie haircut hero with a hippie haircut
Halfhearted Algonquian RomanianOccasional Subtitles
Loved One With
Dad LucyHeart Cut Out
Wild Stagecoach Chase? Amazingly, no Amazingly, yes
Quasi-Religious Speech
an elk a babyBefore Eating•..
Humane Act Performed Shot in head while being Skewered with huge
for Dying Pal burned at stake knife, head hacked off
Same Actor Played Gay My Beautiful Laundrette Prick Up Your EarsLondon Hipster in...
And Also Played Tormented My Left Foot State ofGraceIrish Brawler in.. ;
Greeting-Card-Like "Stay alive, whatever "1 have crossed oceans
Sentiment occurs. 1 will find you." of time to find ypu."
I pick the flowers of my dreams When danger lurks, I'm not aware,
And carry them to far extremes. For there I'm safe-without a care.
There are no Iim~s to my sights; So why, I ask with mocking dread. _ ]
I climb to near most any heights. Must I vacate that space called head? ~ ~..... _ ~ , ,
Ita ,., ..A......JI.eII) I
Crawling through the labyrinth of mind
In search of visions I might find,
I trip upon the peaks and hills
Of days gone by; exotic thrills.
~u~ ~rot~ers The LastoftheMohicansvs. Srarn
Stoker'sDracula: Hovvto Tell the Difference
1 A
---...---~
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BIG TENT IN FRONT OF THE PARKER BUILDING
AMNESTV INTERNATIONA
SPONSORS
Featured Speaker at 1:00 PM (name and topic discussed will be announ.
** Important information on human rights abuses around the worle
** Plenty of FOOD ** ** Music by Nova's WNI4
** Amnesty T-shirts & buttons ** ** Jewelry from Mexic
** Petitions, Letters, and Postcards to Sign **
** THE INTERNATIONAL VOICE, Our Chapter's First Newsletter *
The week of April 12-16th we will be out in front of Parker with
information, letters and petitions to sign, T-shirts, and buttons. Con
and find out what we are all about!
We'll be coming into classes all week to explain about Amnesty Internatioll
Amnesty International is an impartial, independent, worldwide movement 0
people acting on the conviction that governments must not deny individua]
their basic human rights.
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL WORKS SPECIFICALLY FOR:
* the release of prisoners of conscience-men, women, and children imprisoned for their beliefs, color, sex, eti
origin, language, religion, or sexual orientation, provided they have neither used nor advocated violence;
* fair and prompt trials for all political prisoners;
* an end to torture and executions in all cases.
For more information, contact Dr. Suzanne Ferriss in the NCISSSS trailer at (305) 424-5756, or by electronic ma,
(ferriss@polaris). You can also leave a message in Amnesty's mailbox outside ofStudent Ufe in the Rosenthal Builtl
-- -----~----,~-----'.-' -
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NOVA1SFORUM FORENSIC
SPEECH AND DEBATE SOCIETY
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future in forensics and our
university as a whole. The
forum would like to extend a
special thanks to Student Life
for their support during the
raffle and throughout the
year. Thank you, Nova Stu-
dentsand Faculty, forall your
support! Remember, we are
an open Forum. New mem-
bers are always welcome.
Come in and celebrate with
us our greatest First Amend-
ment right--Freedom of
Speech.
We meet Thursdays at 6
PM in the Rosenthal Student
Center, 2nd floor. For me reo
Information call 1\,.1onica at
(SO!;)) 473-1643,
u
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Monica Puig-Sos
During the Club Fair,
Nova's Forum raffled two
trips to Disney World char-
~eredby Student Life.:::'~ e'J8-
~,"r=.'r~3,.~~ ~ ~:." ;:; =,~':s ;-
. 'bl. Nova's Forum would
like to thank all of you who
supported us through the
purchasing of raffle tickets.
But, as with many raffles,
there is always one prize
winner and many winners,
since every penny raised will
be going to Nova's Forum's
promising future.
Thus, benefiting Nova's
The Knight
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Inside WNKR with James Rein/ieb
Mike X, Jax Margo & Tracy Froebel (.The Knight's own Assistant
Associate Editt;)f/)
ill Inside the III
Clubhouse
at Nova
College!!!
Michelle Hampton
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Cleveland Ferguson Iffand .Aka Ali
Student Life's Stephanie Castonguay
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Big Slick Daddy involvt
actors nightmare!!! N
manager for line cue
only)!
Desert Chameleon searching for
Multicolored Dump Duck!
(all applicants apply at sunset
,near the Albertson's dumpster!)
With Visa® you're accepted at more than 10 million places
around the world, nearly three times more than American Express.
Just in case you ever come up a little short.
Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~
The Grampus sez:
After reading Animal Farm, always eat
your share of pork products, and be
thankful yer not a horse!
I (" Visa US-A !n
P.S. Do you know the Big
Bird theme song?
DearU2 Freak:
F?eal l77el7
do not act, smoke, drink,
eat, think, and talk like
BONO.
Real men
work at WNKR.
Give us a call at 475-7419.
Are ~\'~~-,
you
outgoing, energetic '.
& don't need any
sleep?
Are
you
one of those persons who
can successfully complete
your homework the night
before it's
due?
You too can become a
paranoid schizophrenic
overnight!!!
If you can figure this
message out. then
you've got the
joke and the
JOB!
Do you know how to
play the Sesame Street
Game? GroverT Cookie
Monster & Big Bird still
need partners. Are
willing to teach theme
song. Game rules are
flexible (ages 3 & up
only)!
Georgia Peach
"Man is not to be deemed
imperfect, but a being suited
to his place and rank in the
creation (below woman)... Why
formed so weak, so little, and
so blind?" (Alexander Pope)
My Sweet Peach, always
remember: "never let men
see you sweat."
Cheer Up!
Love Va,
Spanish Fly
;;-;
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Ken's in the Craw's Nest!
...but he's SL-zZZ Splashin'Around
---
"';-
See BONNIE on page 20
On her lunch breaks, she often goes
over to the hospital and operates on
people with tennis elbow or writer's
cramp.
I peeked into the office across from
hers where the Siamese twin brothers,
Dr. Smith and Dr. Smith, were seated at
their computer terminals. They looked
up at me. Dr. Smith on the left smiled
and Dr. Smith on the right scowled.
I asked, "Do you know if Bonnie's
here?"
Simultaneously ,Left Dr. Smith
cheerfully declared, "Yes, she should be
in heroffice," and Right Dr. Smith snarled,
"No, I haven't seen her all day."
i knocked on her door and her voice
called for me to wait a moment. After a
short time, the door opened and I was
struck by the energy she radiated in a/l
directions, 628 Watts to be precise. She
was wearing a black leotard with gold
sequins.
"Hi, come on in and see what I've
been doing," she held the door open for
me.
Her office was originally a closet
and was only big enough for a desk and
a filing cabinet, but here was something
new. There was a group of young teen-
aged girls in ballet attire stretching and
twirling in front of a mirror-covered wall.
"DL Burney's gone on sabbatica!,"
she grinned, "so I borrowed some of his
office next door to make my studio. How
do you like itT
"Amazing," I confessed.
She continued, "I've started a new
class with a few of the professors and
students. It's due to begin in a little
while. Do you want to watch?"
I asserted that I wouldn't miss it for
the world and took a seat.
Soon, a couple of the Physics pro-
fessors entered, followed by the three
Chinese Ph.D. candidates. Diego, the
maintenance man, came bouncing in a
few minutes later.
They all wore pink tutus; the profes-
sors had cute pink bow~)n their hair.
Bonnie made them sweat as they
kicked, leaped and pirouetted through
the Nutcracker Suite.
One of the professors kept wheez-
ing and gasping that he needed a rest,
They all wore pink tutus; the professors
had cute pink bows in their hair.
top of a large Australian pine.
When the wind blows, it sways
alarmingly, giving me motion sickness
and causing all of my things to slide from
one end of my desk to the other until they
eventually fall on the floor, where they
roll around. Some of the things drop out
onto the ground every time someone
opens the door.
I was forced to take the Crow's Nest
the time.
Dr. Jay McCreary, the Director of
the Oceanographic Center, has his of-
fice on the top floor of the Pier 66 build-
ing, in what used to be the revolving
restaurant.
It has a great view of the beach and
the shimmering Atlantic, the scenic, his-
torical Port and the campus volleyball
court.
Students who play volleyball often
hear Dr. McCreary hollering encourag-
ing words from his window.
By the way, Dr. McCreary is one of
the top geniuses of the world in Physical
Oceanography. He is noted for being
able to make complex calculations in his
head involving the paths of ocean cur-
rents.
I went up to his office and found him
blindfolded, throwing numbered darts at
an enlarged map of the Pacific Ocean
off the coast of Peru, saying, "I'll figure
out this EI Nino yet!"
My office is in the "Crow's Nest,"
which is actually a treehouse at the very
WordPerfect 5.1 for DOS or Windows is the word processor! It
has all the features you need to create winning term papers,
reports and more! And now, WordPerfect is at a NEW, LOW
educational list price!!
WordPerfect 5.1 (DOS/WIN/MAC)
List Price $495.00
EDUCRTIDNRL PRICE
WRS $biIfbfIS
NDW JUST • ISS.DO!!!
NOVA BOOKS AT
NOVA UNIVERSITY
MAIN ENTRANCE (IN ROSENTHAl. BUILDING) 476-4750
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8:30 AM - 7 PM, SAT. lOAM - 2 PM
YOUR ON-CAMPUS BOOKSTORE & MORE!
by the Center's flag football team; they
weren't happy with that article I wrote
about them a few months ago.
The most imposing edifice on the
campus, the Foreman Building, was
donated by one of Nova's more distin-
guished alumni, former heavy-weight
boxing champion, George Foreman.
Mr. Foreman, these days, is using
his master's degree in oceanography in
his work on Jacques Cousteau's re-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~sea~hvessel,theHMS Beagle.
As I walked through the marine ver-
tebrate display in the main entrance, I
passed Dr. Miles, heart-throb to a mil-
lion female undergraduate students and
a few of the older ladies as well.
He was standing facing the whale
skull and speaking to no-one in particu-
lar.
"Y'know, it's a great time in televi-
sion history to be a Trekkie. We can
watch the old ones with Kirk and Spock
from nine to ten every morning and then
we have our choice of either the "Next
Generation' or" Deep Space Nine' every
night from seven tonight and at midnight
on Saturdays! It's no wonder I never get
anything done! Did you see the one
where Captain Picard got his hair back
and it turned out that Ringo Starr was his
long lost twin brother..."
I turned left and passed through the
student computer room. Old Bill, 62
years of age, was seated in his usual
space, as he has been every day since
1953, working on his thesis on the ef-
fects of romantic, candlelight dinners on
sea turtle mating.
"Almost done, BiliT Iasked politely.
He answered in his usual fashion,
"Yep, just this one more thing tochange."
. I was looking for the secretary,
Bonnie, but her office door was closed.
I thought maybe she had left for an
operation, since she has a part-time job
as an orthopedic surgeon at Dania Gen-
eral Hospital.
Life at the Oceanographic Center is
neverdull. Takeyesterday,for example.
As Ipulled into the centerand parked my
car facing the boat basin, there was
graduate student Kevin Carter teaching
the manatees to jump through a hoop.
His strategy is that if they could do
some tricks, tourists would be less likely
to smash into them with jet-skis.
As usual, Dr. Wilder was gazing
through his binoculars in the direction of
Port Everglades. He always says he's
monitoring his current buoys, but I think
he's checking out the girls sunbathing
on the boats speeding by.
We have a new building at the cen-
ter. It used to be the Pier 66 building on
the other side of Port Everglades, but
Hurricane Andrew picked it up and car-
ried it over and now we're using it for
offices and labs.
There is one tragic note, however.
When it landed, it crushed Miss East
who was working in herflower garden at
Ken Cook
WORDPERFEOT
REDUOTIOnll
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Help u's give away
GIFf'CERTIFICATES
&
Build amonthly residual
. income + FASTCASH .
NEED·EXTRAJNCOME
Finally, Vie come to Frank's I
She:qwns.a;restaurant,~··a de'
mother, allo IQves'herhu~~nd. .t"
ever, in the film she is portrayec:
being a successful, distant, cold b
She exists to convey to. the male B
ence that powerful wOlTlen are dan
· OUS, even. if they're your-wife!
AII·these negative depiction:
wQm~npanderto the nature of the r
in the.audience. Uli Edel, the dir81
.seemsto be sending a.cleai'me~
that ALL wdmen are dangerous or
gusting. They are all glorifiedas fer
fatafes, although Madonna is trurr
.up as the queen of this film. .... .
DaFOe's character, .!=rank, is
utteFdefinition of ·spinelessness.
plays the typical 'male \V110 is mesl
iZ.ed by a seJ<Yand intangible woo
HeJust can't seem to get awayfron
primal desire to be seduced and ·n
tally abused bya pubficlypromiscl
wornanwho·sontrialformurder. Gir
a break!
His. character broadcasts tha
men, Iio matter how powerful, in
gent, or family-oriented can alwayl
controlled by their hormones! Isn't
Independent Marketing Agent for MCI'Setvi
be fresh ail<tnew;typicalof revolUl
arymusicians, or itcanmarka'reeor
· ation with his origina' flamenco rc
Your guess is as good as mine.
'For mOl'"eInfonnation contil
· .La IntematlQnalat
.:-:(~QS)531..P
M..r:.. an.k.'.s ~.. ife is..•.p.a.d.fa,e.d. as ·.a.. succe.s"s.fu.',. d.ist.a.·.·.··.I1.t.,c.ole
bitch. She conveys tomalesin the audi~ncethatpowe
ful.ftVOI1!'enarec/angerous, .eyen ifthey'rey'!,,'fwifel
KimberPlISsesSentenceon
aMajor Madonna
.Embarrassment!
Body of
Evident
IDlsaster
There is the black female judge, strict
andmean. There is Madonna'scharac-
ter, Rebecca: slutty, greedy,murdering,
and absolutely without a conscience,
During the past few years, heh8S.Speaksofp/ayingbeforeandafterPaco
taken his unique stYle of ptayingafld . de Lucia."
successfully blended it with the talents So where is Pacode Lucia going?
of AI Di MeOla and 'John Mclaughlin. Nobody; including himself, kO(}ws
The three guitarists formedatriottiat for certain. He hasatready recorded 0-;::=:==:========::;:==
has enjoyed high accolades from audi~ 21 albums despite hisrnany engage- I j
ences and critics alike. ... '. ments, and each one is .a different
Delucia atsoiilventedthemusic .musical world. His next project might
Kimber'S"'~up
A.Revolutionary
Guitar·ist
B9dyofEvicJtmce is MadQ~pa;~>.
failed attempt to outdo the sensuaf'$~'~
ron Stone, starotlastyear'seroticthiilJer
Basic Instinct. It will be invideo rental
outlets soon; where it should havepre~.
miered~ o' . .
However, tnisl1lovie. is about' as
erOtic as.Madonna'5 boOk:.• nQt ve£Sff' >
What sold this movie? .Mad0mUi's
CesarPa~r nudebody? .The"sadomaSOChisti~teo-
. '" . . .. ." .' dencies? AH'theblatantSEX scenes'?
To say someone isarevolutiOnary Bondage? Where? TheS&M int~i$
means this persQn is always opening movie was about as deepas.theskiI'H:>rl
newdoorsandhas~nirrepressible need. a Washington apple! In fact, the deep-
to do something different, though this est it went was handcuffs~r
sometimes leads him or her down Handcuffs! Holy Molyl I better
strangepaths. Paco de lucia jsone of cover my eYes.and wince! Theshame of
them. As a guitarist; he has torn down .. it! . '.
thebarriers of flamenco music tofuse'it So; if you plan 00 r~nting Bo<iy(?f
with different rhythms of the world. Evidenceforth~ juicyerotica;save~r~
.' . '. Born Francisco Sanchez Gomez~n self a couple of bUcks and wait for the
December 21,1947, Paco de t~CIa MTV viCteoversion. ,
comes from .A!geciras, a village' in the There is not one.positive character
Spanish province of Cadiz. The name intheentiremovie! Itwasso,so...(What's
Pacode Lucia was given to him at an the word I'mgroping for?)...predjctable!H
early age. . . You couldsee Madonna strainjngto'
. Sincetherearerrlany Pacos(ashort read thOse cu~cards! She's supposed
name for Francisco) in the Algeciras tobetalkingtoherlawyer, WiHem DaFoe,
streets. the children are· identified by and she's looking off into outer space.c:ir
their inothEu'snames. So Francisco something, leaving the viewerwonder~
~zbecame"Paco,elhijode lucia" ing, "what'soverthere?" Was she really
(Paco, the son of Lucia).. Since 'he looking for her stand-in double whOha~'
started perfOl111ing, he has taken his the lines rehearsed? •.. • '.' ". . •......... , ". ' " ..
name. along with his mother's, arou~ . Mad6noastanding on the hoodofa playing ontffi!pal'8f\Oia ofmen:Attheabit.outdated? NO.9n'ydo.s thes
the world.. car in her high heels after being con- end of the movie, there is not one rnaledownplaythewomeninthefilm,but
. De .Lucia's Jather and an older victed of murder has aUthe graceful~ characterwfloevenlikesHebecca!, themenL... ..•...•.... ". .
brother initiated himinto the secrets of ness of a hippopotamus po-going ona . The victim's secretary (played by . '. 'l:hrown'together, alfyou get is
!lamenco~nd, n~portedlYt he was play- floOr of jelly. ComPletely senseless. .... Anne Archer) isacocaine.addict~ndex~ Jar~HoI'Y!'09cfburtite90nsisting c
109 the guitar evenbefore he could talk; This film was rnostcruel to women loveroUhe victim. Her role is to portray agmg mUSIc-star,. two.men whoplB
The guitarist wasplayingprofeSsional!y in general. All the women in the filn'l thedisgustingsenseofjealousyandlies .Jesus'mpast 'fi'ffiS, and a buncl
by the age of seven, had recorded~s hav.estereotypiCalcharacterizations (not that accompany women in theirsqua~ . hogwash. This qualifies it as ai32d
first album at 12, .and tour~ Amenca unusua' 'for' Dilaurentiis .productions): ". blingfor seX; money and power. Evident Djsaster.
with theJose Grecoballetwhile still only ..-
13.
Today,·Paco de lucia is recognized
as one of the greatest gUitarists in the
world. Veteran .fans claim the guitarist
has changed little since he first began
playing for audiences. So. what's his
secret to longevity?-
. "I just play;" says De Lucia.
OfCourse, there's more to sayabout
his playihgthan thishurnble statement. r,!!!!!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I
~isplayi09iscomplete~effortless,tech- ReportedlYJ'he'was playing the
nacally perfect, ~uthentlC, andhe has a '. • . '. ." ..•... .•....•..... . . . .
strong creative power. Authenticfla~gt.lltareven be#i:1re he coulc/ talk.
mencO is important to him, but hisneed I.=~=====;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;===ii:i;iioiiiio__;;;;;;;;=====;;;;;;;;====~
to progress and to.do something new, genre of flamenco-jazz, byintertWihing'
.C(}mbined with his constant inner rest~ flamenco with jazz sounds. and ha~
lessnesshave driven him to search out received aeertain amount· of criticism·
new paths. . for this within his owncountry. ButJor
He has experimentedwith musical the beginning musicians,hehasibe-
forrns,sllCh as Brazilian andLatinmu~ C(}mean idOl, a revolutionary.»
sic, bossa •.nova, .rumba, samba and Felix Grande, a Spanishpoet,anci;
jazz. HehasworkedwithCarlosSSntana f1amencologist said: "Paeode lutiaiS
and joined Chic Corea's band for tours the greatestereatOr forAn<:ialusiangui';;.
in Japan and the USA.' tar in thehistoryof flamencOmusiC. One
·Paco de Lucia
... " ',' .:'. ,.,," .-:, .. "",' .....
~"";-";'"
----:---..
.......=;:~=,====:::::::::=::::::::::=::::::::=:::::::=:========~~~
"""~.. ", ."-------------
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Saving tIe Best far Last
A,Pleasant ,Nightmare, from NUTS
An Act-by-Act Critique of a Nova Theatrical Production
Cont'd from cover and ends up losing.his life.
Jax Margo is a little weakiri his
ence left feeling truly entertained. performanceand somehowdidnotSeem
The perforrnance got off to a very to be having.too much ofa nightmare,
late start Saturday evening, as the visit- even though his linf;'swere d~livered
ing parents had not yet finished their proper1yandhe earnedhis laughs well.
meal in the Rosenthal. The wait would' Nicole Schrank, Jennifer Bramson,
certainly have been more bearable with ' Christopher Kehl and,'Bari.'Grossman
a little light background music to put the were,all very good. ',However,. it might
audience at ease. It may also be advis- have been an auqience's'nightrnareif it
able in the future to have.performances dragged on for another tivemjnutes.
explores the relationship of an unmar- Gorham and Renee Rowley for a job
ried, young, New York couple through well done. They will only appreciate
an argument about where to eat. how strong a first effort this was when
Thecharacters were as natural as if they try to meet and surpass the stan-
they" were your next door neighbors, dard the next time around.
which isacredittothe fineperformances If this is the standard that we can
of Mike Betesh and Nicole Schrank. ' expect from NUTS inthe future, I think
The audience was laughing at them- we can aU feel proud to not only attend
selves, as,lheysawtheir own lives re- future productions, ,but to become a part
veatedthrough the characters for at of them. A special thank you to the
least one thirdoUhetime, acredit to the NUTS from thiswriter for making myfirst
fine writing ofNorman L Rhodes. " wee~end at Nova a memorable one.
It might have been an audience's nightmare As the p'opularsong by Whitney
, ~'. ' , " ,'.', " , • ' " '. ' ' •• , .• " .', ,,' Houstonge>es,"youwent and saved the 'If It dragged on for anotherflvemtnutes. ' bestial' last." BariGrossman captured
L:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;==oii,"iiii,"iiii,iiiiiiii,•;I" theaudienqefrom beginning to end in
a little /ater<if, ,they are to incorporate, The writing of .the plciy is good at Christopher Durang's:'Cfeverly written
other activities,like the parents week- best even, when one appreclatesthe monologue "Laughing'vvild." She por-
end. ,, ' ' difficulty ot relaying a dream on ,stage. 'tmyeda New YorkwOman about thirty-
If ChristopherDurang's"TheActor's Maybe a few discretiol')ary changes by", s<>rnething, who discusses the frustra-
Nightmare" was the only play, for the thedirectorin future plays wille,ase SUCh' tions9f her life. inclUding her wen dem~'C '
evening, thiswriter,would not behalf as problems. " onstrated mental instability, with ,the
impressed., The.one~act comedy is a ' .The second play, "Something To audience. Definitely a first rate perfOr-
bCid dreamforan actorwtiQfindshirnself Eat;" caused -only, oneproblemJor this mance closed, the .show.. ' " "
playing roles in fourplays at the same writerafter hearing So much aboutJc>Od. ", Hatsoffto~ir~ctorMattZimmerman
time, none of which he.h~~re~earsed ~?u· gue~.ed it~hung~r! ,The story andCo-ProouctionManagers Elizabeth
\..
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Chairperson Campu
Volunteerism: Responsible fa
coordinating community ser
vice among the University's 3
clubs and student organiza
tions and local and area agen
Student Government President
The only elected position arnon~
the student life assistants,
this individual will wor]
closely with the student~
to assess needs and shape thE
direction of campus life fOl
undergraduate students.
Chairperson Carr!pus ActivitiE
Board: Responsible for plan
ning and implementing co-cur
ricular events on campus i
conj unct ion with the Campu
Activities Board.
Working for the Student Life. 0,
partment will take on a different meal
ing nextyear. The Office has announCE
it will fill five of its student positions t
mid-April. The five positions includE
responsibilities in the following outlinE
areas:
Yearbook Editor: This indio
vidual will produce the Pala
din, the annual campus year
book. He or she will b
expected to develop a staf:
which will chronicle events 0:
the 1993-1994 school year.
Charlotte Port
II Exciting New positions
SeaatSemester
Up!It:.
The Second Annual Sun-Sentinel
New River Jazz Festival returns to Fort
lauderdale April 2, 3, and 4 with more
top jazz artists, free outdoor concerts College students study global is- choose to travel independently.
and festival excitement than ever be- sues as they sail around the world on a Each class has a field component
fore! Semester at Sea. requirement that the student must com-
Three days of non-stop music are On January 29, 1993 Semester at plete during the voyage. Acti~ities i~
planned in and around the Broward Sea's S.S. Universe departed Nassau, port can include home stays with faml-
Center for the Performing Arts. Bahamas, as it began the Spring 1993 lies in the countries, visits to universi-
Headliners include jazz g~eats ~r. voyage. The Universe has called on La ties, t~v~1 to' ~Ia~~s of histori~, cultural
John, Dorothy Donegan, Tania Mana, Guaira, Venezuela, Salvador, Brazil, and rehglous significance, or simply free
Arturo Sandoval and Joe Sample, along Cap e ~ trav~ltoex-
with BettyCaterand Maynard Ferguson, Tow n ~ .."" perl e nee
recently named two ofthe top 10 names South Af: ~ life in the
in Jazz by Billboard Magazine. ric a., ~ cities and
Each afternoon, free outdoor con- Mombasa ~. rural areas.
certs by local jazz artists and festival Ken y a: ~ '. . .. S t a y s
attractions will be pres.ented atthecity's and is ~~.... \.'...'-.. in port
signature waterfront Esplanade and presently I!II: range from
Riverwalk areas. in route to . 3 to 7 days.
The festival kicks off Friday, April 2 Mad ras, S e -
with New Orleans' jazz great Dr. John. India. mester At
Ardy Narell opens the show with the The Sea uses
·best in Caribbean island sounds at 8 v 0 y age the. S.S.
p.m. inthe2700-seatAu-Rene Theater. - will con- Universe,
latin jazz is.the keynote in t~e AU-Re~e tinue to Elizabeth Reber. Nova student. sailing the open seas. an 18,O~0
Saturday night (8 PM), with PaqUito Penang, ton S~IP
D'Rivera and Arturo Sandoval, two of Malaysia, Hong Kong; Keelung, Tai- that has been equipped as a floatmg
the greatest Latinjazz artists of all time. wan, and Kobe, Japan, returning to Se- university.
Sandoval impressed the crowd at attle on May 10. It includes classrooms with closed
the Grarnmy Awards, which responded Four hundred four students, repre- circuit television capabilities, a library,
to his exuberant performance with a senting 140 colleges and universities theater, student union and cafeteria.
standing ovation. across the United States, together with It also includes a swimming pool,
The festival wraps up Sunday, April 38 senior adult participants and 68 fac- basketball and volleyball court and a
4 (8 PM) onthe main stage with ~aynard ulty and staff, are aboard for each voy- weight room, providing a campus atmo-
Fergyson, master of the Big ~and age. sphere for participating stud~nts. . ..
Bouveau sound, and acclaimed Semester At Sea, administered by A student life staff prOVides actIVI-
keyboardist and composerJoe Sample. the Institute for Shipboard Education ties programming the periods of time at
In addition to great music, the festi- and academically sponsored by the sea. .
val will feature ongoing activity through- University of Pittsburgh. It is a program Additional information may be ob-
out scenic Riverwalk and Esplanade that takes students, from colleges and tained by calling 1-800-854-0195, or 1-
Park on the New River. universities across the United States 412-648-7490, or by writing:
Thepubliccanperuse artsand crafts and abroad around the world each fall Institute For Shipboard Education
exhibits and sample food from various and spring ~emester. Semester At Sea
local restaurants, while enjoying free Students choose from 50 lower and 811 William Pitt Union
concerts ~t three outd~r stages. upper division courses in a variety of U~iversityOf Pittsburgh .. .
The hne-up of musl~lans to perform disciplines. Courses offered are ac- Pittsburgh, PA 15260 Accordmgto ~IrectorofStudent ~.ife
attheoutdoorvenueswillbeannounced credited by the University of Pittsburgh Brad Williams, thiS creates an excltm!
shortly. . and are fully transferable to the student's • -I- new chapter in the expansion of thl
Primary sponsors of the Sun-Sentl- home institution. Classes meet daily D ~ r eeL- Student Life Office.
nel New River Jazz Festival are Fort while the ship is at sea. The faculty are "For Nova to develop into a vibran
lauderdale's Sun-Sentinel newspaper, visiting professors, also from a wide • undergraduate institution with a mean
WCIX-TV Channel 6, LOVE 94 FM, and variety of institutions. Den0 S ~ t ingful campus life, students .mu~t bE
the City of Fort Lauderdale. All of the faculty have hadextensive..f::/ willing to playa vital role. ThiS kmd 0
Tickets for shows in the Au-Rene resident international experience which opportunity is not only lucrative for: thE
Theater are $14, $20, $25, and $32. All integrate course content with countries Merrill Grinblat, Payroll Manager individual student, but also can posj,
tickets to shows in the Amaturo Theater on the itinerary. . tively impact the institution," say~ Brad
are $25. When in port, students can choose Direct Deposit is the safest, most Compensation for student life as·
The public can purchase tickets to from a wide range of structured travel confidential way to get your money into sistant positions for the 1993-1994 aca.
any three shows and receive a 15% opportunities developed by the Institute your checking or savings account. demic year includes a waiverfor~singlE
discount. and the faculty. Students may also Full-time as well as part-time em- room in University Hall, and a walverfol
Tickets are available at the Broward ployees are eligible for the program. a full meal plan in the dining hall. .
Center's box office at (305) 462·0222 or . . ..., However, temporary, adjunct, and sub- Applications may be picked up In
any TicketMaster outlet. Groups (20 or forming Art~ IS loca~ed. wlth~n the City s stitute employees are not. the Student Life Office, room 100,.ofthe
more) should call (305) 468-3326 to Arts and SClenc.e Dlstnct at. Getthesameconvenienceandser- Rosenthal Student Center. DeadhnefOl
reserve seating. 201 S. W. Fifth Avenue, vice for yourself by calling payroll at applications is Wednesday, April 21,
The Broward Center for the Per- Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312 (305) 476-4742. 1993.
spOnsor, and led by Club President Nick
Di9.iallonardo.
Anyone interested injoining the~eam
toplaya little rugby can call Nick at (305)
452-6662.
players had to run around 'the ba,ses in
reverse., The'men inttiepla~ hadto bat
off their kneesiit ope point. .'
.'.. The softball gameiscol'nparect toa
business, which wouldinclOde .custom-
ers; .. suppliers,labQr,compet~iol1 •.·~nd
technology.. Customers'of th€game
wouldbathe spectators. Lik~wise,Nova
was the supplierbecausethefieldand
equipmentwereprovid9dbytheUpiver':'
sity. .. . '.. ... .'.' '". '.. .
In Marke.ting, there isa mar~etirlg
mixcorripoS9d ofprice.proctuctl prqmo- .
tion, andplace. The "F.ourP;s" makeup'
the controllable factors. These factors,
.the goal line:
.The Rugby team played hard, but
lost in a heartbreaker, 20-5..Rugby is a
club sporther~ at Nova, playedunder a
The Rugby team played hard!,
but. lost in a heartbreaker; 20.;.5.
Thomson Scores a
Try for Rugby Team!
Jeffrey Sponder
On March '13,. the Rugby Team
hosted the Tamarac Men's Clubbehind
University Hall. The Rugby ieam is
currently 0-2, but scored their firstpoints
of the year during the' game. Neil
Thomson scored aTry, worth five pOints.
A Try occurs when someone croSSes
Whenasked WilEd herambition was,
." '. ." .' . she promptly replied, "to ,win as rna,:\y
,.":,Thorougttbred,,racingtraditionallyracesas I can before retiril1g."" '.
hasbeenknQWn.~he"SportofKings," ....' From the way it appears, she Will
bUtttiisnot'tl~n¢tature may'alsoinclude win many. Julie. isa game competitor
the'!SportofQueens."·' who can run with the best of them.
. Aside fromthe tactthat manyracing Julie asked me if Iwould talk with
fa~s are~ ..;tl~ill~FllJl11~r?f ·.·.M~·a~~,af\9therfernaJej()ckey, and
fer;nale$are~~~sr~r~'~.f?~nJf9ttlers...I;~IClctlY.. accept~
owners,andv~~n~nsIn. thorough- th~mVitatlon, and. JubepJ"9l11ptly went
bred racing;..;.c, ..... ..•• ..' . . int()' the women's locKer' Joomand
Julie .Kr()n'r,>t~e currentJeadm~ .. brt>ught ()ut Mary~
'joqkey at G~e-~,Pai1<,:has ~~~rlin< '.. ,.MaryJe.cently.retllrn~t() racin~af",
th<>roughbreCf~: • .ng·f9r .the. past<J4~t~:~J()rl9.a~~eI)ce. This charmlng~
years. A nat'f'~~~~y.Claire" Michigan,' brCiym:~yedw,omanwith beautiful, long
Julie, beca~"I~~~~t~din". horSe$ brq~n'tlair,relatedthather absence
ThtsimenintIJeClasshad to oat through her~~'~lt)y:e of thorough- w~,d~~<to b7ing~herTl<>l.~~rotthree;
. . ...• . •.. '.' .'.. .... .' . ". •. . .. breds.::'£<'·i~:(>.;'. .•.. . '. cbt!dre? .Her hust!:andal'o\1ays encour-
off their knees atone pOint. .•• Jijlie 10V~·;~iji~.~orOQ9tlbr~~~at aged~f3rtorf3turnto racingw~en she
'. '. ". •.• ...' . . . .., an"early age~;.'fl,a;".' ,. ", . . was'able to, and
tion. UncontrollablQ. variables, Eils.o concentrate on aJarg~t.mi:lrk~1. . '". herfamilyt~~'1lwas:990perativein
known .as environmental fact()rs, ar~ . Itwasdetemllnedtnt,heclas~"'[laly- LouisviUein ~~~o"'L :~ev.eryW!Jypossible.,
beyondthecontrolofther:garkE!tiQgde- si~thatth~lS?ftbaU g~rl"l.~~selfvv13sthe home. Whe~~;'~hE/ ~.. .M8iy. is a na-
'partment. . . prOduct,prlcewouldbedenvedfromthe .sawChurchilt~,f);" tiveofFlorida. She
Asthe'gamew~pla¥edouti~Y" .a~m!~~f119t~~~l:i!O~'~~~~9FJ1<?tk:>n. forthefirsui#j~if~~t ~wasbQminTampa
controUl:ible variab1es.tJeCameevldent: . wouJcj~co_npuc~E:J,CJI~l"I9.ttM!Q,Jd~ohn- decided,to get ajob ~andlatermovedto
batting .' oider,. team,support, ...position son.Also,th~ plac~woQ,k:J~e thefiel.q~t. there as ah0twal\.<er.':'Ocala,.where sheorgani.zation,~aptains, and equipment: 'A.O, Griffin.SP<?rtsY0rl"lptex:, "..•.•.. ,; •... ..•... ...• A hotwalkercQoJ,$t~' , .... became interested
Uncontrollable. variables included Uneontrollablefactorsdealwithso- horse downaffei't~.: ....••... in. thproughbreds.
weather, time, spectators~ p.itching, field cial, ec()nornic,technological, competi- racebeforeretuming;' .•·•... ,In .()rder to be.suc-.
condition, scores, rules, and Micki John- tive, and PoliticaVlegal issues. The soft- it to the barn. Thus"a .; 'cessful. in racing,
son, to name a few. . ball game clearly illustrated these Com- closeassociation de.. \~Xplained Mary,
To better iIIu&,rate con!ro~lable and ponent.s. . . .'. '.' ..' . velops betw~n th~,YolJ.have to love
uncontrollable variables. MlckiJohnson thiS uAlque-teachlng method.was hotwalkeranc,t;lne' horses.
changed th~ rUles.s~ver~1 times,' She. succe~sful and shoul<;t b.e .Ul;led mOre thoroughbred.' . Mary rides pri-
changed third base Into first base, and extensively. Julie has an en- marily between
viable record as a New York and
jockey, even among' .. Florida.. Her three
her male counter- f~vorite thorough-'
parts. She has raced Le(l(/ing jockey Julie Krone. brads were Lord
throughout the East- . .' ...• Darnley, Harry N
ernstates and the Chicago area; Julie Bill,aridFortunate Pros~ct, all of which
related that she has ridden in Boston. she has ridden in races.
NewYork, Maryland, Wa~hington D.C., Mary said she has never encoun-
Kentucky, and Florida. She likes riding teredanyproblemswiththetrainersshe·
in F10rida because during the late fall has worked for and has always felt she
andwintermonths,thew~atheriswarm Was accepted as a jockey on equal
and pleasant. terms with the men. Her favorite trainer
When asked who is the. greatest wasRogerLaurin, who trained the great
horse she has ridden, Julie replied it is Secretariat.
difficult to say. However, she.said the Askedwhat herultimate goal in thor-
list would have' to include Rubia-no, oughbred. racing would be, she replied
Safety-Kept, and Housebuster. withouthesitation, "to win the Kentucky
The pert, blonde-haired, blue-eyed Derby!"
Julie commented she has never en- Mary said enthusiasticallythat she
countered any sexual discrimination in is glad to be back in racing competition
her thoroughbred racing career, and after a long absence. It would be fair to
has gotten along well with trainers and say that the feeling is reciprocal. Racing
owners for whom shehas worked. fans are glad to see her back.
On March 8; 1993, Micki Johnson
tookhertntioductiofl toMarketing class
to "the A.D: Griffin Sports Compl~x to
play softball. Yes'softballJ I know, you
are wondering'Whatsoftball has to do
C with marketing, arei1't you?
Th~ purpose of the game was to
'illustratecontrollableand uncontrollable
variables,and to see how they applyto
.a business.
.ContrdlJable variables are those el-
ements that are under the control of the
.marketing department in anorganiza"'
.... ~<. '.. , ,
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"fl'leSponder.Sports Report
·S:::''::~i=~d;Tb(!~:SJ10~.oftQueensi?"
Motiv,atingMarketers with the ~'FourP's" WOll.l,eql,nRaclng at Gulfstream. Park
'. H~rryMcComber
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Sponder !I s
1 April 199,
Go ~
Nova Baseball PLAYING WITH POVVERI
12.0
13.0
23.0
24.0
24.0
29.0
29.0
30.0
32.0
32.0
39.0
PTS,LOST
Wins-Loses
8-0
7-2
6-3
6-3
6-3
5-3
6-4
4-4
2-7
2-8
1-8
1-9
today and the guys behind me made tt
plays," said Todd. '" felt bad abol
losing the no-hitter and perfect gam
but our team is playing well and I loc
forward to my next turn on the mound
Donovan Todd finished the gam
facing the minimum 21 batters in 7 ir
nings pitched. He has never pitched
no hitter, and came within two outs <
duplicating a feat that only one Nov
pitcher has done.
Vince Kelly threw a no hitter in th
Spring of 1991 against Florida Memoric
College in Miami.
For those of you who do not kno\
the difference between a perfect gam
and a no hitter, there is a difference.
A perfect game occurs when no onl
reaches a base. There are no hits, n.
walks, no errors, and no hit batters.
A no hitterhappenswhen the pitche
gives up no hits, but may have walked l
few players or had some errors behin<
him.
Scott Richard went 1 for 2 with c
homerun, and Ryan Nash went 2 for ~
with a homerun. Peter Retzko went 3 fo
See MOUND on page 20
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44.0
43.0
33.0
32.0
32.0
27.0
27.0
26.0
24.0
24.0
17.0
Soft:hall St:andi n g~
Th!!!I!
Team Ego
Capital Punishm.ent
Cunning Litigants
NGRI
Tides
Flex
Tortfeasors
Colonel's Privates
Nova Stringrays
Raving Lunatics
Juris Prudence
Free Agents
Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
TEAM NAME
Spare Balls
Ball Busters
Q's Killers
Chief Justices
Out 4 It All
Money in the Bank
Pin Heads
Cowboys
Pressures On
Spare Heads
The Clavens
frfsU", """'",""1lI
ard, and Gary Moore. Golinski went 2 for
3 with a homerun. Scott Richard went 2
for 3, and Gary Moore contributed with a
homerun.
On March 14, the Knights faced
Trenton State College and beat them 7-
4. Tommy Lee picked up his second
victory of the year to even his record at
2-2. The hitting attackwas ledbyRamon
Candelaria and Sean Dall.
On March 15 and 16, Division Ilona
JOSTENS
V..esenb a ""ova Unlve..slll'
Class 1211111 Salel
.,,-()U CUll sUIl lIel tile "tf)slells c()lIelle "'1111
l'uu've wanted
and Stlve a bUlidle III tile p ..()cess.
()I'en lif)lue willi J(),tell'.
realu..lnll tile Nova 'Jnlvenltl' ..111111 at
'_UW. I_U'" I)I~I(:~\!
Saturdal', AI,..II J ..d
f"f)Rt 1():{)f) until ~:f){)
Call 4:J4·S()~J f().. IlIlul-D1aU()II.
Cont'd from cover
ard, who went 2 for 3, Tommy Dong who
went 2 for 4, and Alex Othon who also
went 2 for 4.
On Tuesday, March 9, fourth ranked
Division 2 Lewis University, from Illinois,
came to town. The Knights destroyed
them 12-1 behind the pitching of Dennis
Grants who moved his record to 3-0 and
the hitting of Joe Golinski, Scott Rich-
College played a two game series with
the Knights. On March 15, behind the
pitching of AI McNulty, the Knights
cruised to an 11-3·victory.
Ramon Candelaria led the hitting
charge by going 3 for 4. Following
closely behind was Scott Richard who
went 2 for 4 with a homerun and Sean
Dall who also went 2 for 4.
On March 16, Nova University jun-
ior, left-handed pitcher Donovan Todd
-------------------------'------.." brought a perfect game into the seventh
and final inning of Tuesday's game.
Todd struck out the first batter in the
seventh and then faced the #2 hitter in
lona's line-up. The #2 hitter, Matt
Guiliano, laid down a perfect bunt down
the third base line, beating the throw at
first base by only a step. The next hitter
grounded into a 5-4-3 double play which
ended the game. The Knights smacked
I~na College, 12-0.
The game was played foronly seven
innings because of the NAIA's (National
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics)
1O-run mercy rule, afterseven innings of
play. Donovan Todd increased his
record to 5-1 in the year.
"I really felt like I had my good stuff
"
is,IOo~ H.ldV··
You
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Nova Law: alias "The Dream Team" IGolf Hosts Tournament
Sleeping with a Thousand Women
Tennis Team Giving It All Heart!
Billy Howard's arms raised in victory even before the net had stopped swinging.
last hole to determine who would win.
Brevard Community College won the
tournament by shooting an overall score
of 882. Florida International University
finished two strokes back with an 884.
The individual overall winner who
shotan even par216 hailed from Brevard
CommunityCollege, asdid the 2nd place
finisher who shot a one over par 217.
which led his team.
In a tie for 20th place, Gary Lagden
shot a 14 over par 230. Chris Barber
finished, tied for 26th place, by shooting
a 17 over par 233. Scott Goldbach
finished in a tie for 45th place, while Tom
Vitucci finished in 49th place.
The tournament came down to the
three seed, Lana Shatas, has played in
eleven matches and has won two.
Stacey Diener, the numberfour seed, is
one and ten in match play.
Laura Wilhelm, who is the number
five seed, has won three of her eleven
matches. The sixth seed, Christy
Marineau, has won two of her ten
matches. Nicole Cabaud has won one
of herfour matchesandJenniferBaldwin
has not yet recorded a victory this year.
In doubles, the combination of Aka
Ali and Lana Shatas has yielded only
one victory in nine matches. Collete
Perets, the number two seed, and Laura
Wilhelm, the number five seed, have
played seven matchestogetherand have
won one of match. The number four
seed, Stacey Diener, and NicoleCabaud
have combined to claim three victories
in seven matches.
Other doubles combinations have
included Laura Wilhelm and Nicole
Cabaud, Stacey Diener and Christy
Marineau, Laura Wilhelm and Christy
Marineau, Christy Marineau and Nicole
Cabaud, and finally Stacey Diener and
Nicole Cabaud.
Donna Caputo stated after playing
the team from Concordia, "I have be-
come very proud to see the guts the girls
have to go out and play players who are
real players. I've always told them this
and they proved it because no one has
given up."
District-tournament is in May. We
wish the Lady Knights' Tennis Team
good luck in Districts.
The tournament came down to the last
hole to determine who would win.
Nova University's GolfTeamhosted
the Caddyshack Collegiate Golf Tour-
nament on March 11-12. There were
eleven teams involved, and each played
54 holes. Each team was allowed to
enter five players.
Jeffrey Sponder
Nova University finished in a tie for
seventh place with Flagler College. The
only team to beat them from their District
was Lynn University, which finished in
fourth place, 12 strokes off the pace.
Leading the way forthe Knights was
Mike Choma. Choma finished tied for
14th place by shooting a 12 over par
228. His high for nine holes was a 35,
ami Dade Community College, and
Concordia College.
The Knights beat 5t. Thomas Uni-
versity twice and Flagler College once.
The matches includesix singles matches.
and three doubles matches.
Number one seed, Aka Ali, has
played in nine matches and has won
three of her matches. The number two
seed, Collete Perets, has played ten
matches and has won one. The number
~. sexual. I think now more people realize
I that you do not have to be a homosexual
I tocontract the disease, but there are still
/ many who view the HIVvirus as a homo-
S g,.~ ! sexual disease.
i!! ~O)I Why is this so? I have no idea, but
... .i! ~ 8? when Magic Johnson announced that
:¥-:Ii he was HIVpositive', did anyoneask him~"9-.! if he was a homosexual or if he had ever
- f~ j' been involved in a homosexual affair?
~ 8. No, of course not! Why should other
~ j to AIDS patients be treated as homosexu-
<I) ... als when in fact there are numerous
victims of the virus contracted through
blood transfusions and through hetero-
sexual affairs?
Magic Johnson, I feel, is an ex-
tremely stupid man who played Russian
Roulette a few too many times, and this
time the gun went off and the bullet was
in the chamber ready to explode. The
Magic is gone!
Jeffrey Sponder
The Lady Knights' TennisTeam has
hit bumpy roads as of late. They have
won a share of the Sun Conference
Title, but their record hasdwindled down
to 3-8, as of March 8.
The Lady Knights have faced tough
teams from Lynn University, The Uni-
versity of Tampa, Palm Beach Atlantic
University, Webber College twice, Mi-
the net had stopped swinging.
Congratulations to all of the partici-
pants involved in the intramural basket-
ball league this Spring. Thank you for
the sportsmanship, the hustle, and the
patience. See you on the courts!
took the lead midway through the sec-
ond half and never looked back.
Despite the offensive contribution
of Rob Brzynski, who led all scorers with
28 points, the Condoleos couldn't match
the intensity of a determined Dream
Team.
As if to show just how much they
wanted to win, BillyHowardofthe Dream
Team knocked down a three-pointer
just one second before the final buzzer,
his arms raised in victory even before
Continued from page 3
the championship game was played in
the Gloria· Dei Gymnasium due to in-
clement weather.
The first half was a battle of the
boardsasbothteamstooktimetoadjust
to their new indoors environment and
outside shooting was nearly non-exis-
tent. Great hustle on the part of the
Condoleos squad kept the tally close all
the way through, and even allowed them
to command a seven point lead at the
half.
In the second half, however, the
Dream Team lived up to their name.
While enjoying the solid defensive play
of Chris Whitelock, Greg Taylor, and
Jason Cherner, the Dreamers began to
make their move.
Using the vastly improved outside
shootingofBenny Catrone, Billy Howard,
and Steve Wolverton, the Dream Team
Intramural basketball finished with
a flurry of activity this week as "The
Dream Team," composed of students
from Nova's Shepard Broad Law Cen-
ter, battled its way through the playoffs
to emerge victorious with a hard-fought
71-63 victory over "The Condoleos."
After a full season to practice play-
ing outdoors, the twosemi-finalist teams
traded the hardcourt for hardwood, as
Mike Mansfield
After his announcement, however,
many people viewed him as a hero for
bringing this problem out in the open
and for helping the fight against AIDS. It Ii
is great that he is helping in the fight, but
there are many others, not as famous as
him, who are doing as good a job, if not .
a better job, than him. They receive no !
publicity, when in fact they are the true
heroes in the war against AIDS.
Here is something to think about. ;
Let's say that you are walking down the i
street here in Davie, and you notice a I,.
guy who apparently has contracted the
HIV virus. Without knowing anything I,
about him, your first assumption would :L
probably be to think, this guy is a homo- i --
sexual and deserves to have the diS-l --.---.----I
ease. At first sight of an AIDS patient, She Seeking He
many people think they are a homo-
I
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Bonnie Made Us SWEAT!
Knights are Victorious at the Mound
and watching an exciting game, cor
the Athletic Building at (305) 475-7
* DENOTES DISTRICT GAME
** DENOTES CONFERENCE GAl
(DH) DENOTES DOUBLEHEADE
Back TOW (I. to r.): Joey Miller, Peter Retz:ko, Tim Ferguson, Tommy Lee, Dennis Gr(J
Dave Kneirim, Scott Birchler, Donovan Tode/, Joey Golinski, Ed Mackie,'
Middle row (I. to r.): Al McNulty, Rick Buoni, Sean Dull, Scott Richare/, Alex OthOl
Brandon Lanza, Anthony Uttarie/lo, Robert Cancel;
Sitting (I. to r.): Emerit Sekely, Ryan Na.fh, Gary Moore, Claude Love, Tommy Don
Ramon Cane/elaria, 1£1]'Spone/er, Tim McKeone
Proudly presents irs first
Annual Modeling Open Call.
We welcome males and females
between the ages of 13 through 25.
Our Open Call consist of:
A FREE PHOTO TEST!
and
The opportunity to win
a Modeling Contract worth $10,000.00
for the 1993 year.
The Open Call will be held
Saturday, April 3, 1993, between 11 :00 am and 5:00 pm.
Sincerely Yours,
Javier Vila
Modeling Recruiter
Mor\tA,,~Models
I
!
"I:
f
l
game is not on the schedule but will be
an exciting game.
Game time is tentative but games
usually start at 7:30 PM.
If anyone would like more informa-
tion about getting to Mark Light Stadium
2:45
4:00
3:00
12:00
2:00
3:00
3:00
12:00
UPCOMING HOME SCHEDULE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MAINE
FLORIDA ATlANTlC UNIV;RSITY
LYNN UNIVERSITY
LYNN UNIVERSITY (DH)
EDWARD WATERS COLLEGE (DH)
EDWARD WATERS COLLEGE
FLAGLER COLLEGE
FLAGLER COllEGE (DH)
OnWednesday, April 20, the Knights
play the #16 Division 1 ranked Univer-
sity of Miami Hurricanes at Mark Light
Stadium on the campus of Miami. This
The Knights won 7-1.
On Monday, March 22, the Knights
concluded their three game series with
conference foe Florida Memorial Col-
lege.
AI McNulty pitched Nova to victory
andby doing that he raised his record to
4-1 on the year.
As for the hitting, Tommy Dong hit
his first homerun of· the year and Scott
Richard added another homerun as the
Knights swept Florida Memorial, 11-2.
On Tuesday,March 23, the Knights
spanked Old Westbury College, 17-1.
Dennis Grants pitched five innings
of shutout ball to increase his record to
5-0 on the season. Joe Golinski hit a
homerun in the game and Rick Buoni
added his first homerun of the year to
pace the hitting attack.
Actually, all of the hitters had good
games as the score indicates.
As of the Coast Guard, game, the
batting statistics show Sean Dall is lead-
ing the club with a batting average of
.405. He is followed closely by Tommy
Dong (.365), Scott Richard (360), Peter
Retzko (340), and Ramon Candelaria
(338).
The pitching is led by DennisGrants,
5-0, Donovan Todd, 6-1, AI McNulty, 4-
1, David Knierim, 2-D, and Tommy Lee
who is 3-2.
The Knights' overall record is now
22-5, Florida Sun Conference record, 5-
1, and District 7 record, 8-3.
THUR 4-1
THUR 4-15
FR14-16
SAT 4-17
MON 4-19
TUES 4·20
FR/4-23
SAT 4·24
3 with a homerun and a double, Sean
Dall went 3 for 4 with two doubles, and
EdMackie went 3 for 4 with two doubles.
On March 17, the Knights faced
Upsala College. The Knights cameaway
with a 7-0 victory. The Knights recorded
their second shutout in a row and fifth on
the season behind Dennis Grants' (4-0)
fine pitching performance. Ramon
Candelaria went 3for 4, Sean Dall went
2 for 4, and Tommy Dong went 2 for 4 to
pace the Knights hitting attack.
On March 18, the Knights faced the
Coast Guard Academy. Behind the
pitching of David Knierim (2-D), the
Knights erased the Academy, 5-2.
Tommy Dong went 3 for 3, and Sean
Dall went 2 for 4 for the Knights.
There was'a special moment for me
during thisgame. My father is a lieuten-
ant in the United States Coast Guard,
stationed in New York. I wish he could
havebeen heretowatch mepitch against
his future co-workers (working under
him of course).
I only pitched two thirds of an inning,
but it was enough to strike out two of the
three batters that I faced, the third get-
ting away on an error. I was pleased
with my outing, and am happy to give my
father bragging rights with his friends
and co-workers. I'd just like to tell him to
go ahead and do all the bragging he
wants.
Conference foe Florida Memorial
College rolled into town on Sunday,
March 21, for a doubleheader.
The Knights swept thedoubleheader
behind \he fine pitching performances of
Tommy Lee (3-2) and Donovan Todd
(6-1). The Knights won the first game of
the doubleheader by the score of 5-0.
This was the Knights' sixth shutout
of the season.
Alex Othon hit a homerun and Sean
Dall had a key hit and two runs batted in
(RBI).
In the second game, Peter Retzko
hit his sixth homerun of the season, and
Joey Golinski also added a homerun.
Conf'd from page 18
Address:
3411 Indian Creek Drive· 2nd. Floor For more information
MiAMI BEACH please call
APPEARANCE (305) 532-1833
Dress Casual ~ ~800-554-5898Minima! Makeun
Conf'd from page 13
but she didn't let up.
It got too hot in there, so I went
outside to get some air.
As I opened the door, I heard some-
body scream, "Pirates!"
Sure enough, a sailing ship flying
the Jolly Roger had maneuvered its
way into the boat basin. Pirates with
daggersbetween theirteeth andtorches
in their hands were swarming all over
the houseboat, setting it afire and carry-
ing off a couple of the women students.
No, sir or ma'am; life is sure never
dull at the Oceanographic Center. 1-\ _""i!i1ilI&\ii!ili'%&EMM 1!9_7li~_'M ! !\i@Pfii'*"l
